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Abstract
Over the last decade, newspapers have been compelled to introduce a lot more
process color to their pages. This coincides with the introduction ofUSA Today, but also
with the fact that all forms ofmedia, including television and magazines, have become
significantly more colorful. There is considerable market pressure on newspapers to be
colorful, as well. Continued audience interest and advertising dollars are at stake. This is
not a trivial issue. At the same time, newspapers are being admonished to make sure that,
if they do introduce color to their pages, then it should be ofhigh quality. Low quality
color is worse than no color at all.
During most of this period, traditional, high end scanners comprised the only
reasonable option available to address the task ofgenerating color separation films. In
recent years, with the improvement ofmicrocomputer based technology, desktop scanning
systems have become an option. The quality of the output of these systems has been
suspect, however. On the other hand, it is generally acknowledged that these systems are
improving.
Of all the forms of lithographic printing, newspaper printing (coldset offset
lithography on newsprint) is least able to take advantage of all the data that the upstream
processes, particularly the color separation process, can provide. It represents the lowest
level of reproduction fidelity. It has a shorter density range, requires a lower screening
vn
frequency, and is restricted to a more limited color gamut, for example, than the other
forms of lithographic printing. This is due primarily to the substrate, newsprint, but also in
part to news inks. Is it possible that today's desktop scanners now provide output whose
quality level is sufficient for this printing process? Would readers show no preference for
reproductions made from separations generated by these systems over those made from
separations generated by high end scanning systems?
That is the fundamental question addressed in this thesis. A common set of
transparencies were separated through a high end system and a desktop system. Care was
taken to prevent either system from being disadvantaged through parameter settings. The
separations from both systems were stripped into a common test form, and printed on an
offset newspaper press. Judges evaluated the pairs of images in a paired comparison test,
indicating a preference for the high end generated image or the desktop generated image.
The results indicate that readers do indeed continue to show a clear preference for
images generated on a high end scanner.
The reader is requested to take note of two caveats. First, this test represents a
comparison of two scanning systems, not two families of scanners. The author found the
two best scanners from each family that were available to him at the time of the test. The
reader applies the findings of this test to the families of scanners that these two scanners
represent at his or her own peril. Second, the reader is admonished to recognize that these
are times of rapidly changing technology. The results of an experiment such as this could




Desktop computer technology has profoundly impacted newspaper production over
the last several years, especially in the areas of text and line art generation and page
composition. Today, few question the level of quality that can be achieved in these areas by
software packages running generally onMacintoshes (Macs) or Personal Computers (PCs)
and outputting files, increasingly postscript files, to medium and high quality imagesetters.
These systems have rapidly acquired a reputation for being able to output all page elements
at satisfactory, even outstanding, quality levels, with one exception: photographs,
especially color photographs. Here, their record is not nearly so brilliant, and many graphic
arts professionals remain skeptical ofdesktop scanning systems. Nevertheless, these
systems enjoy a growing number of advocates.
Different printing processes are capable of different levels of reproduction fidelity
(i.e. trueness to original). The reproduction fidelity of letterpress printing, for example, is
regarded as inferior to that of offset lithography. Flexography is generally thought to
occupy a middle ground between letterpress and offset lithography. Gravure is regarded as
superior to all other major categories ofprinting process. In turn, these printing processes
make different demands on their upstream prepress processes. As the fidelity that can be
attained by the printing process increases, so too does the demand for better information
made by the printing process on its upstream processes. Since gravure is capable of
reproducing a greater amount of information, it places a greater demand on its upstream
processes, particularly on the scanning system, to deliver a greater amount of, or higher
quality, data.
Discrimination within a category of printing is also possible. There are varying
levels of fidelity that can be achieved within the category of offset lithography, for
example. Sheetfed commercial lithography on coated stock is capable of a very high level
of fidelity. So, too, is commercial web heatset lithography. This process defines "magazine
quality."
A lesser level of fidelity is attainable by sheetfed lithography on uncoated stock. A
still lower level of fidelity is attainable when printing web offset on newsprint with
newspaper inks. This level defines the lowest level of fidelity that can be achieved in the
category of offset lithography. It is also the most common form ofnewspaper printing in
the United States today. To reiterate, as the level of fidelity that can be achieved by the
printing process increases, so too does the demand for information made by the printing
process on its upstream processes, in particular on the scanner. The scanner should not
limit the level of fidelity that can be attained by the printing process. Indeed, it should be
the other way around. The printing process itself should be the limiting factor in
reproduction fidelity. The upstream processes, including the scanner, should allow the
printing process to achieve its maximum level of fidelity.
What accounts for the different levels of fidelity that can be achieved by these
different forms of offset lithography? The reader may have noticed a common theme in the
previous paragraph: the limits of reproduction fidelity varied significantly with the selection
of substrate. Indeed, a high level of fidelity can be attained when the substrate is coated
stock. This level descends when the substrate is changed to uncoated stock. There is yet
another drop when the substrate is changed to newsprint. How does the substrate limit
print fidelity? Primarily in two ways: tone range and dot gain. Both are determined by the
way in which the substrate is formulated, by its physical properties. Tone range should be
considered the more debilitating of the two. Accommodation can be made for dot gain.
There is no accommodation for a substrate's lack of tone range. The printer must simply
learn how to best print within it. These issues shall be discussed in more depth in chapter 2.
The Problem
Given the limited fidelity that can be achieved in offset newspaper printing, and
given the improved technology of the current crop of desktop CCD scanners, are
traditional high end, PMT based scanning systems still required to produce a high quality,
color oriented newspaper? Do the desktop scanning systems of today produce separation
films whose quality is high enough so as not to limit the fidelity that can be achieved by the
printing process? Is there no longer any preference among newspaper readers for images
generated via high end scanners over images generated via desktop scanners?
Background and Significance
Desktop technologies have steadily eroded the preeminence of traditional prepress
technologies in the newspaper industry over the last decade. Most long-standing text and
line art equipment vendors have made a hasty migration to "off-the-shelf platforms or
have disappeared from the scene.
"Proprietary"
is a dirty word these days among potential
equipment and software buyers.
The case is not so clear when it comes to color scanning systems. There are those
who claim that high end systems have already succumbed to the desktop juggernaut in all
areas including quality. There are others who claim that high end systems continue to be
the only choice in cases where even modest quality or productivity is required, and that
these systems commonly accomplish tasks that desktop scanning systems cannot approach.
In short, there is a lot of
"noise"
in the marketplace about the relative merits of these two
families of scanning systems.
This study is intended to provide measured information to both the participants in
this debate and those watching cautiously from the sidelines. It is meant to help answer the
question ofwhether today's desktop systems can provide quality that is equal to that of
high end systems in the narrow context of newspaper printing. It is not meant to answer a
similar question about any other printing process. Can today's desktop scanning systems
deliver output that is as high in quality as the output of traditional high end systems in the
context ofnewspaper printing? Equipped with the answer to this question, and with insight
into the productivity of these machines, then the overriding question can be answered: are
these systems viable, in a business sense, for newspapers?
The appearance of color in newspapers is not a recent phenomenon. "ROP color
first appeared in 1891, in the Milwaukee Journal, which ran a red, white and blue banner
across its front page to celebrate the inauguration of a new governor. However, it was not
until offset presses were taken up in the 1950s that daily ROP color ofgood quality
became really feasible. By 1971, promoting color advertising in newspapers was a regular
activity of the Newspaper Advertising Bureau
[NAB]."1
Process color printing in
newspapers was the exception rather than the rule during this period, however.
Then, on September 15, 1982, USA Today hit the newsstands, and newspapers
across the country were galvanized into providing color on their
pages.2
The 1980s saw a
rapid expansion in the use of color in newspapers in this country. The problem was that
many of these newspapers were not doing a very good job of it. At a 1984 meeting of the
industry's International Advertising and Marketing Executives, attendees were asked these
questions: "Is it good enough? Do we want
it?"
The answers were "no, it's not uniformly
good
enough,"
and "yes, we must want it because our readers and our advertisers
do."3
Two common themes, as reflected in the statements ofnewspaper executives,
pervade the literature on this subject. First, the newspaper industry has reached a point
where it must provide color. Its readers want it and its advertisers want it. If the newspaper
industry is going to compete for certain advertising dollars, especially with magazines, it
must provide color. The
"market"
has come to expect color. Second, it is better to provide
no color at all than to provide bad color. If a newspaper is going to "do
color,"
it had
better do it well. Simply putting multi-colored inks on newsprint is not good enough.
National advertisers would like to be assured that their color newspaper
advertisements are ofhigh quality. They would also like to be assured that those
advertisements are similar in appearance from newspaper to newspaper. This, of course,
implies that newspapers are capable ofhigh quality color reproduction, and are working
from a common set of standards, both in terms ofmaterials and processes. This is hardly
the case today. The Gannett Newspaper Company has tried to lead the industry in this
direction with the formation of the Four-Color NewspaperNetwork, established by
GannettMedia Sales, early in 1985. Membership in the network, not confined to Gannett
newspapers, signifies that a newspaper produces consistent high-quality
color.4
Reasons for Interest
The author has spent more than ten years in the newspaper industry and intends to
reenter the industry at the end ofhis program at the Rochester Institute ofTechnology. He
has been interested for a very long time in all forms of technology that relate to this
industry.
Since the advent ofUSA Today, Gannett's national daily, newspapers have felt the
pressure to provide process color in their products. Many newspapers, particularly the
smaller independents, do not possess the resources to explore the complex issues in this
area. Equipment choices remain an enigma to many. The spirited debate that rages between
desktop advocates and the defenders of the high end systems serves only to cloud the issue
for many. This provides the author with the motivation to find out for himself the truths
behind the controversy, and to perhaps provide some insight to the debate.
In addition, the author was interested in pursuing a capstone experience at RIT
which required him to use already garnered knowledge and to strive for as yet
undiscovered knowledge. A project that required him to shepherd a color photograph from
start to finish through the newspaper graphic reproduction process, from image capture to
the printed sheet, seemed to satisfy this objective.
Definition ofTerms
ANPA - American Newspaper Publisher's Association. Now called NAA.
Calibration plate - Special film mount used for calibration in Pixelcraft system.
CCD - Charge-coupled device. Solid state light sensor used in desktop scanners.
Chooser - Part ofMacintosh system software that allows Mac to use network devices.
Color correction - Adjustment ofCMYK values in a specific color (red, green, blue, etc.).
Color gamut - Range of colors a system can produce.
Colorant - Ink or dye.
Contamination - The degree to which an ink only affects the color it is intended to affect.
Continuous tone - Original photograph. Comprised of tones, not dots.
CMYK - Cyan, Magenta, Yellow, Black.
Densitometer - Device which measures density. Can be reflective or transmissive.
Density - Light absorbing ability.
Desaturated color - Color that is closer to gray; contains a large amount of a tertiary ink.
Dot gain - Uniform expansion of the diameter of a dot. It can be physical or optical.
Dynamic range - Ability to detect small changes in tone when density is high.
Film mount - Platen into which transparencies are loaded on Pixelcraft system.
Finder - Macintosh system software. User interacts with this to run the computer.
Gray balance - Amounts ofCMY required to get gray. Equal amounts yield brown.
Gray levels - Number of grays a system can perceive or reproduce.
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= 256 gray levels.
Gray scale - Precise film comprised ofmany different density steps. Used for setups.
Grayscale mode - Scan in which color image appears gray. Preliminary scan on desktop.
Halftone - Image comprised ofmany dots ofvarying sizes. Only image a press can print.
Ink file - Cyan, magenta, yellow or black file that is part of the 5 file DCS-EPSF format.
Ink purity
- The degree to which an ink only affects the color it is intended to affect.
Input resolution - Output screen frequency x sampling ratio.
Launch - To start aMacintosh program.
Marquee - Broken line rectangle that selects a portion of an image in Mac/PC programs.
Moire - Disruptive pattern that can occur when layering screens on top of each other.
Mouse - Mac/PC tool that allows user to move cursor around the screen. Has buttons.
Mylar - Clear, flexible sheet onto which output films are assembled prior to plate burning.
NAA - Newspaper Association ofAmerica. Formerly ANPA.
Neutral - Gray.
NyQuest factor - Rule which says sampling ratio must be set to two.
Overprint colors - Red, green and blue. Each requires one ink to be printed over another.
PIA - Printing Industry ofAmerica. Industry organization.
Pin register system - System ofpunches and pins that keeps everything in register.
Pixel - Smallest part of image that is scanned at input.
PMT - Photomultiplier tube. Vacuum tube light sensor used in high end scanners.
Preview window - Preliminary grayscale desktop scan appears in this window on monitor.
Pull-down menu - Point the mouse at this, and hold down mouse button onMac/PC
systems. Other options are revealed and can be selected.
Reflective copy
-
Copy offwhich light reflects (i.e. photographic prints).
Registration - Ability to align the four (CMYK) ink planes.
Recorder - Exposing portion of imagesetter. Contains laser and film. Needs a RIP to run.
RIP - Raster Image Processor. Creates bitmap that tells recorder where to expose the film.
Rubilith - Light stopping material that prevents portions of a plate from being exposed.
Sampling Ratio - Number of input pixels per output dot. Also called "quality
factor."
Saturated color - Color that has little of a tertiary ink; mainly comprised of the other two.
Screen - Halftone. Four (CMYK) are created to print a process color photograph.
Screen frequency - Lines per inch requirement of the printing process.
Scripting - When settings are stored and applied later to output, not to original, file.
Solid ink density - Density of a solid ink patch. Used to control depth of ink film on press.
Smoothing - Part ofUSM. Dictates whether areas of similar tone become one tone.
SNAP - Specifications for Non-heatset Advertising Printing. PIA's printing guidelines.
Substrate - Whatever is printed on. Usually paper.
Subtractive colors - Printing ink on paper subtracts color being reflected from the sheet.
Cyan, magenta and yellow are the primary subtractive colors. Red, green and blue are the
subtractive secondary colors: Complement to additive colors used on TVs and monitors.
Tone range - Difference, measured in density, between darkest and lightest areas a system
can reproduce.
Tone reproduction - Map relating the density of the original to the density of the
reproduction, or to the dot sizes of the intermediary separation films.
Tone compression - When an image coming from a system of one tone range is to be
reproduced on a system whose tone range is smaller, data must be discarded. This is called
tone compression. Scanner operator decides what gets retained and discarded.
Transmissive copy
-
Copy through which light passes (i.e. photographic slides, negatives).
Unsharp masking
- Making an image appear to be sharper by exaggerating tone
differences at a boundary of changing tone. Term comes from days ofphotomechanical
color separation where an unsharp masking film was used to accomplish this task.
USM - See unsharp masking.
Wanted/Unwanted colors - The six primary and secondary subtractive colors
(CMYRGB) each have their own set ofwanted and unwanted inks. Red, for example,
requires magenta and yellow. These are wanted in red. Cyan is unwanted in red.
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Summary
Newspaper printing is relatively limited in the level of reproduction fidelity that it
can achieve. This is due largely to the limitations of the raw materials, particularly
newsprint, used in the printing process. Consequently, the author asks these questions: Is
this an area where the limitations of the desktop scanning systems might go unnoticed? Is
there no longer a quality advantage to using a high end, PMT scanner in the production of
a newspaper due to the limitations of the printing process and the recent improvements in
desktop scanner technology? The topic is worthwhile because there is still a great deal of
confusion in the marketplace about this issue, and because the industry is being compelled
to use more color for competitive reasons. Quality remains important. If color can't be
done well, it might as well not be done at all. Important investment decisions are currently
being made in this area.
Notes
'Thelma Anderson, "The coming of
color,"






Theoretical Bases for the Study
Introduction
This chapter will provide the background necessary to discuss the problem and the
project. The difficulties inherent in attempting to reproduce high quality process color
images on newsprint will be explored. This discussion shall focus on the substrate. The
two different scanner technologies under review in this study shall then be explained. This
will focus on the theory ofhow they work. The chapter shall conclude with a discussion
on scanning resolution.
The Inherent Difficulty in Printing on Newsprint
Though news inks share some responsibility, the substrate is the main factor which
makes it difficult to obtain high fidelity when printing on newsprint. In fact, the news inks
are formulated to be compatible with the substrate, not the other way around. So, any
discussion that deals with the fidelity of reproduction on newsprint must begin with, and
be primarily concerned with, the substrate itself. There are fundamentally two
characteristics ofnewsprint that tend to restrict fidelity: a limited tone range and a high
degree of dot gain. Both of these factors are the result ofhow a substrate is made: what
12
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materials are used in the composition of the product, and how do the materials get put
together. This leads to a discussion of a host of secondary physical properties. The bottom
line is that newsprint has a significantly smaller tone range and a significantly greater
amount of dot gain than do other paper substrates used in printing.
Tone range is the difference between the brightest and darkest areas that a system
can reproduce, measured in units of density. Stated another way, it is the difference
between the highlight and shadow areas of an image or a reproduction. In more technical
terms, it is the difference between that part of the image which absorbs the most (reflects
the least) light and that part which absorbs the least (reflects the most) light. Density is
measured on a logarithmic scale, where a difference of one unit on the scale represents a
difference of 10 times in the real, physical world. This may be better explained with the aid
of a few examples. An area of an image with a density of2.0 has 10 times the light
absorbing ability as an area whose density is 1.0. A part whose density is 3.0 has 100 times
the light absorbing ability as a part whose density is 1.0. An area whose density is 3.0
absorbs 1000 times the amount of light that an area whose density is (near) 0 absorbs. In




The higher the density
of an area, the more light it absorbs, the darker it is.
The lightest area of a photographic transparency, such as a slide or a negative, is
around 0 density units and the darkest area is generally between 3.0 and 3.5 density units.
Therefore, the range, the difference between the lightest and darkest areas, can be as great



















this may correspond to a
density of around .10.
When the maximum
Figure 2-1. Density range of three reproduction
systems.1
amount of ink is applied
to the sheet in this form ofprinting, the darkest area might have a density of around 1.8.
The range, therefore, is 1.7 (1.8
-
.10). When reproducing color photographs on
newsprint, the tonal range is further compressed. The paper itself has a density of about
.25,
and the highest density that can be achieved with ink on the sheet is about 1.20 - 1.40.






relatively narrow print window. This means that the darkest area in newspaper
reproduction will only be about 10 times as dark as the lightest area, while in the original
photograph, the darkest area will be more than 1000 times as dark as the lightest area. The
problem should be apparent. The tones in the original must be mapped into the range of
tones that the reproduction system can produce. Since the reproduction system cannot
reproduce the range of tones that are in the original, some data in the original must be
15
thrown out. This is called compression. In the cases ofmost reproductions of original
photographs, especially transparencies, compression is required. Even in the case of high
quality commercial printing, with its use ofhigher quality and more expensive materials,
compression is still generally required. In the case ofnewsprint, the amount of
compression required can be extreme because of the relatively narrow print window into
which the tones of the original must be mapped. A lot ofdata in the original must be
discarded, much more than in the case of commercial printing. This is the major reason
why it is difficult to get high fidelity reproductions on newsprint.
The physical characteristic of the substrate mainly responsible for the limited tone
range ofnewsprint is surface roughness
(smoothness).4
A rough sheet tends to scatter the
light that strikes its surface. See figure 2-2. This results in less light being reflected from
areas on the sheet which have no ink making them appear darker than desired, and more
light being reflected from areas that are covered with ink making them appear lighter than






range of the original
into the tonal range
A\XX//X\i
Figure 2-2. Light reflecting from smooth and rough surfaces.
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of the reproduction. The original can be compressed in a variety ofways. Data must be
discarded, but which data?What parts of the original are to be retained and emphasized?
Where should the highlight dot be placed? Where should the shadow dot be placed?
Where should the mid-tone dot be placed to optimize reproduction contrast? The scanner
operator provides the answers to these and other questions. Good decisions lead to
optimized reproductions. Poor decisions lead to poor reproductions. The result is a tone
reproduction curve which serves as a map that relates the density of the original to the
density of the reproduction (or to the dot sizes of the intermediary separation films).
To back up a step, no tone reproduction curve could be adequately constructed
without provision for dot gain, the second key factor that impacts reproduction quality on
virtually all substrates, but especially on newsprint. Dot gain is the uniform expansion of
the dot diameter. In
offset lithography, dot
gain is especially
severe in the midtone




may grow by as much
as 30 to 35 percent
from the separation






Figure 2-3. Dot gain curve for newsprint.
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rough and absorbent surface of the newsprint. The Printing Industry ofAmerica (PIA)
points out that it is almost as severe in the quartertone area as
well.7
See figure 2-3. It is
not nearly as severe on commercial stocks. The scanner converts original density
information into dot size information. As the scanner operator is making decisions about
how to compress the tonal range of the original into the print window of the press, dot
gain is impacting every point on the tone reproduction curve. Low densities in the original
are mapped to large (negative) dots in the separation films; high densities are transformed
into small (negative) dots. If the dot gain characteristics of the target press are not
understood and accommodated at the scanner, then the reproduction may be characterized
by a loss of contrast and depth, plugged shadow areas and color
changes.9
The
reproduction will be generally darker than desired. In short, unaccommodated dot again
will ruin the reproduction. Unlike tone range, however, at least dot gain can be
accommodated.
Dot gain is accommodated at the scanner by outputting dot sizes that are reduced
at each point along the tone curve by the amount of gain that will occur at that point as a
result ofplatemaking and printing. Only a small amount of gain occurs during
platemaking, so, for the most part, accommodation is mainly for the gain that occurs
during the printing process. An accommodation for dot gain is made for each ink, as each
ink will have its own dot gain characteristics. A common rule of thumb, however, is that
the dot gain for any one ink should not be more than four percentage points more or less
than the gain for any of the other three inks at any point along the tone
curve.10
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Dot gain is important for another reason beyond its tendency to darken
reproductions. It determines the maximum screen frequency that can be used by the
printing process. Screen frequency, the number of lines per inch used to print the image,
determines resolution, how much detail is retained in the reproduction. The higher the
screen frequency, the higher the resolution, the sharper, crisper is the reproduction. One
might suggest, then, that a high frequency screen ruling should be used to print everything,
including those images that are printed on newsprint. This might be so if it were not for
dot gain. Dot gain and screen frequency are directly related. As screen frequency
increases, so too does dot gain. A point is eventually reached where it is no longer worth
increasing the screen frequency because of the accompanying increase in dot gain.
The amount of detail that can be conveyed by photographic materials is limited by
the dye structure of the material itself. In the case of color transparencies, colored dyes are
formed around the unexposed silver halide crystals. The random grain structure is free of
moire patterns. The resolution exceeds 600 lines per inch (lpi). Lithographic printing
imposes four overlapping halftone dot structures on the detail of the transparency.
Sheetfed presses printing on coated stock can hold screens up to 200 lines. Newspapers
commonly print with 85 line screens using web
presses. These two forms ofprinting
convey progressively less detail than the
original
transparency.11
Dot gain is influenced by several secondary factors including ink film thickness,
blanket type, blanket pressure, roller adjustments, transfer pressure, ink tack and ink/water
balance. Ink film thickness has the greatest influence among these secondary
factors.12
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A Note on News Inks
Color gamut is the range of colors that a system can reproduce. In a subtractive
system, such as printing and photography, the colorants (inks or dyes) subtract colors
from the white light that is reflected from the surface of the substrate to create colors.
Cyan subtracts red, for example. Ideally, cyan subtracts only red, and does not affect the
other colors. In reality, colorants also affect the colors they are not suppose to affect, and





pure, or not contaminated, if it does not affect any colors other than the one it is intended
to affect. As the purity of the colorants increases, so too does the color gamut, the range
of colors that the system can produce. Photographic dyes are very pure. Inks used in
commercial printing are less pure. News inks are the most contaminated of all. Hence, the
color gamut created by news inks is the
smallest.13
How Is Newsprint Quality Defined?
There are really two dimensions that are used to describe the quality of a substrate:
runability and
printability.14
Runability refers to the physical properties of the sheet, to how
it runs in the press. It addresses such issues as web breaks, the dimensional stability of the
sheet and the tensile strength of the sheet? Printability refers to the optical properties of
the sheet, to how effectively ink can be transferred to the sheet to render an image. It
addresses such issues as the roughness/smoothness of the sheet's surface, brightness and
opacity. Printability is the relevant concern in this study.
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Printers and papermakers speak in two different languages to describe the same
thing. The printer always wants to characterize paper quality in terms of runability and
printability, in terms of the end-use requirements of the product. He uses such terms as
print uniformity, print density, ink setting, strike-through, show-through and color
rendering to describe the substrate. The papermaker works in a more fundamentally
physical space. He describes the product strictly in terms of its physical and structural
properties, using such terms as sheet formation, sheet defects, sheet (not print) density,
roughness/smoothness, hardness, oil absorption and water absorption. A translation must
take place between the two languages. When the printer talks about print uniformity, for
example, the papermaker begins to think in terms of sheet
formation.15
The following physical properties affect newsprint printability: smoothness,
uniformity, porosity, absorption ability (ofboth oil and water), brightness (luminance),
opacity, purity and basis weight. Many of these are related and, in fact, are negatively
correlated. That is to say, efforts to raise the level ofperformance of a desired
characteristic will result in a decrease in the level ofperformance of another desired
characteristic. For example, as the papermaker tries to enhance the smoothness of the
sheet by way of calandering, he is at the same time negatively impacting the sheet's
capacity to absorb oil by closing down the pores of the sheet. The risk of set-off and
smearing increases. Brightness and opacity are similarly negatively related. A bleached
bright newsprint sheet will have a lower opacity, and therefore higher showthrough
characteristics, than an unbleached sheet. Conversely, opacity may be improved by adding
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blue dyestuff to the paper stock, but only at the sacrifice ofbrightness. Brightness is the
amount of light reflected off a
surface.16
In 1973, newsprint basis weight decreased from 32 to 30 pounds for economic
reasons for both papermaker and purchaser. This reduction had an immediate negative
impact on brightness. The average brightness of a sheet of newsprint fell from just under
63 to just above
61.17
As basis weight is reduced, either brightness or opacity must also be
reduced. If a customer wishes to reduce basis weight, but maintain opacity, then
brightness must be allowed to fall. This is the kind of compromise with which a
papermaker and newsprint purchaser must contend if they want to alter the characteristics
of a sheet. It is difficult to tinker with one characteristic without affecting one or more
others. Today, with the advent ofmore four color printing in newspapers, there is a
tendency for the printer to ask for brighter newsprint. This can force compromises in other
areas. The papermaker can push the limits of the newsprint along one dimension only so
far before he witnesses a




industry has been demanding a
higher quality sheet since printing in
process color started to become
popular in the early eighties. The Figure 2-4.
Gannett Newsprint Specifications
Quality Standard Variance
Brightness (ISO) 59.00 1.0
Opacity% 96.00 1.0
Basis Weight 301b. 1%
Saturation % 5.00 .5
DominantWave Length 581.00 1
Moisture Control 8.0% .5%
Smoothness
Bendsten/Sheffield 110.00 10
Parker Print 3.80 +0.1/-.05
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AmericanNewspaper Publishers Association (ANPA) (now called the Newspaper
Association ofAmerica (NAA)) noted in 1985 that papermakers had recently reversed a
twenty year trend of declining newsprint brightness levels. Newsprint brightness declined
from 67.2% in 1964 to 59.3 percent in 1981. Since that time, the average brightness of
newsprint has edged up annually, reaching 61.1 percent in
1984.19
Newspapers have
tightened their requirements on acceptable newsprint quality. Gannett, for example, has
developed a standards system for newsprint. See figure 2-4. WilliamMetzfield, president
ofGannett Supply Corporation commented, "Once newspapers start printing color, they
have to start looking at
specifications."21
In an article in Editor & Publisher in 1990, Paul Lynch, production manager for
The National, the defunct high quality national sports daily, summarized the importance of
the substrate as a factor in high quality newspaper reproduction:
The secret to quality print reproduction is the ability to present to the
reader's eye the most extended print range defined by the paper's
brightness, the darkest shadow detail and the in-between differentiation of
tonal shade levels depicting detail subject matter....Paper is perhaps the
most influential material used in the printing process...Printers must first
accept that newsprint has a limited brightness range. Most newsprint ISO
levels are fixed between 57 and 58 brightness....Brightness is important, but
to maximize the print range there must be a low purity level, complemented
by the appropriate brightness reading. Two similar sheets with identical
brightness levels can appear vastly different and affect the perception of
print range. [Purity level is defined as the level ofyellow, or Color of the
wood pulp, that is present in the sheet. The goal is to have a sheet with a
low purity level. Newsprint accepted by The National has a brightness level
of 70, and a purity level of 2.8. With normal newsprint at 59 ISO
brightness, purity can be pushed down only to 4.0-4.5 before the sheet
takes on a gray appearance, thereby losing brightness]....The key to faithful
color rendition is a substrate that is neutral and white in appearance. Colors
are influenced by the color of the paper. The yellower the paper, the more
difficult it is to render colors similar to the original...To further our strategy
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to optimize the print range, it is important that print contrast not be
reduced by the appearance of strike-through from the opposite side of the
sheet printing. Therefore, good opacity is a key factor needed to maintain
print contrast. The accepted opacity range for newsprint is 94-95 printing
opacity. Some sheets can even drop to 93.5 opacity and still provide
adequate protection against strike-through just by the way that light
striking the surface fibers is scattered, providing more diffusion...Having
chosen a high bright newsprint, The National was forced to encourage
manufacturers of its newsprint to compensate for consequent loss of
opacity by adding clay or organic fillers...Fiber formation rounds out our
quality concerns since a uniform fiber formation contributes to even ink
absorption and halftone dot detail. Smoothness is of less importance as
long as fiber formation is uniform. Smoothness will help provide even
better halftone reproduction, [but the] trade-off in runability may be too
costly. The smoother sheets may tend to walk in the press, causing
misregister.22
Scanner Technology and Theory
High end and desktop scanners employ two radically different technologies to
achieve the same goal: the creation of color separation films from an original image. There
are many differences between the two technologies, but the fundamental characteristic that
separates one from the other is the sensing device that each uses analyze the amount of
light being transmitted through or reflected from the original copy. The high end scanner
uses photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) while the desktop scanner uses charged-coupled
devices (CCDs) to perform this sensing function. The next several pages discuss in greater
detail the differences between the two basic systems.
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The High EndScanning System
In a high end scanner, original copy is attached around the barrel of a transparent
drum. See figure 2-5. The copy conforms to the shape of the drum, which, in fact, places
one immediate restriction on the type of copy that can be scanned into this type of
scanner. It must be flexible. Transparencies, both positive and negative, and prints work
well. Rigid pieces of artwork present problems. The scanner uses a tiny beam ofwhite
light, emanating from a single point, to analyze the copy. After passing through
transparent copy or reflecting off reflective copy, the light enters the optics of the scanner.
Here, it is split into two paths.
One path leads some of the light to more beam splitters which in turn break this
portion into three additional paths and channel each portion through a red, green and blue
filter. The scanner measures the amount of light energy coming through each of these
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Figure 2-5. Depiction of high end scanning system.
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voltage. (Most high end scanners use three PMTs to capture this color data, one for each
of the filters. At least one, however, the Royal Zenith 200-series scanner, uses only one
PMT to capture the red, green and blue data. This system scans the same input line three
times to capture the necessary data before moving on to the next input line). The data is a
map of the red, green and blue that is in the original photograph. The scanner uses this
information to determine the amount of cyan, magenta and yellow that will be in the
reproduction.
The other path of light is directed through the unsharp masking circuitry of the
scanner. A single PMT converts this stream of light energy into electrical energy. The
electrical energy is used to sharpen the image. As the drum revolves, a row ofpixels (one
scarining unit of area) in the copy is analyzed. After scanning one row, the reading head
which houses the light source moves sideways by one scan line, and reads the next row of
pixels. This process continues until all the input copy has been
analyzed.24
Typically, high end scanners do not store scanned data. In recent years, the data
has been downloaded to a Color Electronic Prepress System (CEPS) and stored in files for
later manipulation. Today, there are even links to desktop systems. Normally, though, the
high end scanner writes one line to a buffer where it is stored temporarily before it is
moved on to the output subsystem, where it is used to control a laser that images the
scanner film. The scanner's reading head is one step ahead of its writing head. The scanner
is literally writing lines as fast as it is reading them. Traditionally, the reading module and
the writing module of the scanner were built as one integrated unit. This
has changed
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somewhat in recent years with the advent ofCEPS systems. This allows users to take
advantage of the functionality of each unit individually.
The data is manipulated between the time when the original is analyzed and the
separations have been recorded on film. The high end scanner has a host of controls that
can be used to modify the data before outputting it. These controls constitute another
significant difference between the high end and the desktop scanning system. They can be
used to adjust tone reproduction and tone compression, gray balance, color correction,
unsharp masking (USM), and undercolor removal (UCR) and addition (UCA) of the
reproduction on the fly, in the milliseconds between the time when the data is read in and
when it is written out. Most of these functions are controlled by the color computer of the
scanner, which is accessed through the controls on the control panel of the scanner.
Desktop scanners have none of these features, and depend on the software package to
make modifications to the captured signals.
Output differs as well. As previously mentioned, in the high end, the input and
output modules are integrated. Dots are recorded onto film according to the screening
requirements of the printing process. This function is controlled by the screening computer
of the scanner. It calculates the dot's size, shape and placement, and controls the screen
angle for each dot of each separation film. At the recording module of the scanner, this
data, in the form ofvoltage, is used to control modulators to deliver the correct amount of
light to a particular spot on the film. Several spots collectively produce a dot. Typically,
six to ten tiny lights, or lasers, each controlled by its own fiber optics cable, serve to
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expose the film. These lasers are either argon-ion (blue-light) or helium-neon (red
light).25
The desktop scanner has no integral output device. It is a standalone device that relies on
another device, an imagesetter, to record the data that it has scanned. A computer
workstation acts as the intermediary between the scanner and the imagesetter.
The Desktop Scanning System
The desktop scanning system uses a charge-coupled device (CCD) to analyze the
amount of light energy transmitted through or reflected off the input copy. A CCD is a
light sensitive diode. The CCDs are arranged in a "linear
array"
where several thousand
are aligned in a row on a chip. Each sensor is only a few microns in width, and there can
be several thousand elements per inch in an array. Array density is a technological barrier
that has been under continuous siege over the last few years. More elements per inch are
being added to CCD scanners every year. In "area
arrays,"
the CCDs are arranged along
two dimensions. This is technology that is being applied to digital cameras. Linear arrays
are used for desktop scanners.
In the desktop, CCD scanning system, a light is either bounced off reflective copy
or transmitted through transparent copy. See figure 2-6. The light illuminates an entire line
of copy, not just a single spot, as in the case of the high end scanner. The optics of the
desktop system then direct the light back to the CCD array, or arrays. A scanner may have
three arrays, each with its own filter, either red, green or blue. Or, it may have only one










Figure 2-6. Depiction of desktop scanning system
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array can capture the three different colors of light. Each CCD diode in the array is
precharged to a certain known level. As light strikes the diode, it dissipates this charge in
an amount that is related to the light exposure. The amount ofvoltage required to
recharge the diode back to its former level then determines the density of the portion of
the copy that was reflected or transmitted to the sensor. All sensors
in the array are
exposed in this way at a single moment, capturing the densities of all the pixels
in a row of
copy. Subsequently, the optics of the scanner are stepped along to the next input scan line,
and the process is repeated. In some desktop CCD scanners, the copy is moved. In others,
a mirror or light is moved to reflect a new
area.27
All of the operations of the desktop scanner are controlled by the computer
workstation, usually a personal computer or aMacintosh.
The workstation serves many of
the same functions as the control panel of the high end scanner. The workstation and
accompanying software, for example, control tone reproduction,
color correction and
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unsharp masking. The computer runs scanner control, or "image
acquisition,"
software,
usually as part of an image manipulation software package. Adobe Photoshop is an
example of image manipulation software. The scanner control software is a
"plug-in"
which is integrated into image manipulation software. The user accesses the plug-in from





acquire the image. Typically, the desktop scanner carries out two scans. The initial scan is
a quick scan which brings a grayscale version of the image to the monitor. This allows the
operator to select the geometry of the part of the image that is to be captured, to select the
locations of the highlight and shadow areas of the original, and to perhaps carry out a few
other miscellaneous tasks. The second scan is the actual scan. This captures the data,
dumps it to a file, and displays a color version of the image on the operator's screen. The
image can then be manipulated with the image manipulation software.
PMT Versus CCD Technology
A photomultiplier tube (PMT) is a type ofvacuum tube photoelectric cell. See
figure 2-7. Light energy, in the form ofphotons, strike a surface of the PMT called the
photocathode, which in turn releases a stream of electrons. The signal,
comprised of these
electrons, is still very weak at this point, and so the PMT initiates a process
of
amplification by passing the electron signal through a series of dynodes, each ofwhich
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Figure 2-7. Schematic of a
PMT.29
is fully amplified and the electrons are collected at the end of the tube in an anode mesh.
From here the signal is passed on to the scanner circuitry outside the
tube.28
A charged coupled device (CCD) is a semiconductor or solid state device. One
layer of a CCD is an array of overlapping metallic electrodes and another is silicon crystal.
These devices have been reported to be even more sensitive to light energy, and more
stable than PMTs (PMTs are said to drift, and need frequent calibration). The secret to the
alleged superiority of the PMT is the amplification process. The tiny
original signal is
amplified while it is still within the vacuum tube, and therefore protected from the
electrical noise outside the tube. CCDs do not amplify the signal before passing it on to
the scanner circuitry. The signal-to-noise ratio is therefore better in the case of the PMT
scanner. In the case of a low signal, which is the case when the scanner is reading an area
ofhigh density, there is a greater likelihood that the signal will not be
overwhelmed by
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electrical noise when the PMT sensor is employed. Hence, the claim that the PMT scanner
has a better dynamic range, that it is better able to perceive areas of deep
shadow.30'31
Input andOutputResolution
In all printing situations, output resolution is fixed by the screening requirements of
the printing process. If the printing process calls for 85 lines per inch, then this is what the
output resolution must be. The dots on the output films shall be arranged as 85 dots per
inch. Consequently, if resolution is to be adjusted, it must be adjusted at the input scan.
Input resolution refers to the number of input pixels that are to be used in the creation of a
one inch line of output. It is equal to the screen frequency, in lines per inch, times the
sampling ratio, which is the number of input pixels per output dot. The NyQuest factor is
a rule which says that to ensure adequate quality, the sampling ratio should equal two. For
a newspaper printing on an 85 line screen, for example, the input resolution should be set
to 170 dots per inch, if the rule is followed. This product is then multiplied by the
enlargement factor to get the actual number of pixels or dots per inch that are required for
a particular scan. To continue with the example of the 85 line screen newspaper, if the
original was to be enlarged by 600%, then the scanner would have to capture 1020 (85 x 2
x 600%) dots per inch. On the desktop system, the CCD array would have to be dense
enough to handle this requirement. If the input requirement exceeds the number of
elements in the array, then the scanner must interpolate data, which degrades quality. High
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end scanners make scan resolution adjustments automatically. Since they can scan in
increments that are as fine as 1/5,000 of an inch, this is not usually a
problem.32
Summary
The first part of this chapter examined the reasons why it is difficult to achieve
high fidelity color reproductions in newspaper printing. The fidelity ofnewspaper printing
is fundamentally limited in three ways, due mainly to the substrate, but also in part to news
inks. It has a limited tonal range, due to the roughness of the sheet, low resolution or
screen frequency (thereby conveying less information) due to dot gain, which in turn is
due to the high degree of absorbency of the sheet, and limited color gamut, due to the
impurity of the
inks.33
The second part of the chapter looked at the two scanner technologies under
review in this study. High end, traditional, drum scanners, which use a single beam of light
and photomultiplier tubes to analyze a single microscopic area of input copy, were
compared to low end, desktop CCD scanners, which use linear arrays of electrical diodes,
CCDs, to analyze an entire line of input copy at one time. CCDs are said to be more
sensitive to light energy than PMTs, but PMTs are said to amplify their signal more quietly
than CCDs. Consequently, high end PMT technology is generally regarded as superior.
The issue of scanner input sampling ratio was addressed. On the desktop, it is
recommended that the input scanning rate (in dots per inch) should be equal to twice the
output screen frequency (in lines per inch) times the enlargement factor.
Notes
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The literature review revealed opinions that are generally critical of desktop
scanners in all areas except cost. The comments are harsh in the area of quality, and even
more disparaging in the area ofproductivity. On this score, the prevailing opinion is that
there is simply too much data for the horsepower of today's desktop systems. The high
end scanner is clearly the more productive piece of equipment, according to the literature.
Occasionally, a more positive assessment of the desktop technology could be found, at
least on the subject of quality. While no one came out to say that the desktop produces
quality that is superior to that of the high end, many have said that the quality gap has
been significantly reduced over the last few years. While all admit that a quality gap still
exists, not everyone accepts that it is a simple function of inferior hardware. Some point to
other reasons such as software development that lags behind the hardware development,
poor hardware design and a lack ofknowledge of color among desktop scanner
operators.1
Several tests of scanning systems were cited in the literature, but most of these
tests compared two or more desktop systems. Some studies were interested in simply
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comparing desktop image manipulation software such as Photoshop, Color Studio and
PhotoMac. Few set out with the purpose of comparing high end and desktop scanners,
and none compared high end PMT scanners and desktop CCD scanners in the context of
newspaper printing.
Criticisms OfDesktop Scanners
The literature held a wealth of evidence of the failings of desktop scanner systems.
The following several pages serve as a summary of these criticisms.
Lack ofDynamic Range. This reason is cited repeatedly in the literature. Lack of dynamic
range is the inability of the scanner to detect a change in tone once input density has gone
beyond a certain point. In short, it is the inability to perceive and capture slight changes in
shadow tone. The literature suggests that a good CCD scanner begins to fail to capture
detail when density approaches 3.0. (Of course, one might pause to question the
significance of this since the density ofphotographic transparencies barely exceeds 3.0).
High end scanners were said to be capable of capturing detail even when input density
went beyond
4.O.2
Some comments suggested that shadow area colors reproduce as
browns on the CCD
systems.3
CCDs have weaker sensitivity to low light
conditions,4
according to one source. "CCDs scanners
cannot match the color sensitivity or dynamic
range ofhigh end scanners with their photomultiplier
tubes,"5
said an industry observer.





Limited Size OfEnlargement And Limited Size OfOriginal. The maximum size of
enlargement on the CCD scanner is a function of the number ofCCD elements that are in
the array. As the output screen frequency and the sampling ratio increase, then the CCD
elements available to handle the enlargement factor decreases. 7,000 CCD elements per
inch was the maximum number cited in the
literature7
"A drum scanner has truly infinitely
variable
resolution,"
commented one industry onlooker. You simply dial in the
enlargement factor, and the scanner goes out and grabs more data, so that at output you
have the [requisite] number of
pixels.8
Also, in the case of the desktop system, original
copy must rest on the copy board. This provides a considerably smaller area for the copy
than the large drum of the high end scanner. The high end scanner has multiple drum sizes
to handle different sizes of input copy.
The CCD Elements Have Different Responses. Each CCD element is slightly different in
the way that it responds to light. The CCD needs balancing circuitry to make sure that the
response is the same from element to element. Nevertheless, there can be
inconsistencies.9
Flare. Flare occurs when light from one pixel falls on more than one diode. This is thought
to further limit the dynamic range and contributes to the lack of image sharpness. CCD
arrays, with their numerous light sensors all in close proximity to one another, experience
this problem. High end scanners, with their single beam of light acting on one area of the
original at one time, do
not.10
Original Range Not Calibrated To Available Gray Levels. In the high end, the 256 gray
levels are automatically allocated from highlight to shadow density.
With the desktop
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scanner, 0 equals no light and 255 equals no original in light path. A narrow range
photograph may only use gray levels ranging from 60-120.
n
Sensitivity and Noise. Sensitivity is the ability to detect a signal. Noise is the surrounding
electrical energy that can overwhelm that signal if it is weak. This is cited by some as the
fundamental reason for the dynamic range problem ofCCD scanners. The high end
scanner is able to quietly amplify the small amount of light energy that it receives from
dark areas of the original. That is to say that little electrical
"noise"
is allowed to distort or
overcome the small
"signal"
that is picked up from the light emanating from these areas of
high density in the original. This is said to be the result of amplifying the signal inside the
noise-resistant environment of the vacuum tube. CCD systems enjoy no such protection.
Here, the captured signal can be victimized by noise and subsequently distorted or
overwhelmed. The electrical design of the system can mitigate the harmful effects of
unwanted noise, but it is unclear that design alone can render the CCD system as effective
as the PMT system in getting small signals out to the rest of the scanner
system.12
One
article defined noise as the ability to distinguish wanted from unwanted elements in the
original
copy.13
Another noted that noise, like flare, contributed to the problem of reduced
dynamic range.
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Output. Until very recently, imagesetters were considered incapable ofgenerating high
quality output. These machines were originally designed to
handle type and line work, not
halftone images. Moire was a persistent problem with imagesetters until the early nineties,
as these machines were said to be able to produce a limited number of screen angles.
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Registration and the speeds of the Raster Image Processors (RIPs) were also cited as
problems.15
Most of these criticisms, except perhaps the latter, have been quelled in recent
years. REP speeds, while they have improved, are still cited as an obstacle in some
applications.
Inability To Do Scanner Functions On The Fly. Tone reproduction, tone compression,
gray balance, color correction and unsharp masking remain the essential requirements of
successful color reproduction. All scanning systems must perform these functions in some
way. The high end systems perform them as the data is processed, "on the
fly."
The data in
the original is analyzed, manipulated in the circuitry of the high end scanner where these
features are applied, and output. On the desktop, these functions are handled at the
workstation, not at the scanner, and output is to a file, not directly to film. The files are
large and unwieldy, and having to perform these functions in software can swamp the
workstation.
Conversion to RGB. Data coming from the desktop scanner is converted to the RGB
color space as it downloaded to the workstation because the workstation monitor, like a
television set, generates light and color via red, green and blue phosphors. At the time of
output to film, it is converted to CMYK because that is what the printing system requires.
The high end simply converts the data directly to CMYK. This extra level of conversion to
RGB results in a distortion of the data, according to some, that is compounded by the fact
that different software vendors employ different algorithms to do the conversion. In short,
some claim that there is a consistency problem regarding the RGB and RGB-to-CMYK
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conversions in the desktop systems. "How can you have CMYK in/CMYK out when it's
CMYK to RGB to
CMYK?"
commented one person responding to the claim made by
some desktop scanner vendors that they could handle the data dumped to their systems
from high end scanners (hybrid systems) as unmodified CMYK
data.16
The implication is
that something gets lost in the translation.
Other Criticisms. The CCD scanner was also criticized for a lack of focal acuity, and a
lack ofprecision in the stepping mechanism which moves the light source through the
copy. It was also broadly criticized for its relative lack ofproductivity.
Summary. Miles Southworth summarized the criticisms of desktop scanners in a 1989
article. "While handy for text and page
design,"
he wrote, "desktop systems fall short in
color original sampling, image processing and halftone output
engines."17
In Defense ofDesktop Systems
In the spring of 1992, Professor Robert Y. Chung of the School ofPrinting at RIT
and a class ofgraduate students conducted an experiment that compared the results of
separations created through four different "technology
paths"
and printed on coated stock
on the HarrisM1000B heatset offset press located in the Technical and Education (T&E)
Center at RIT. The four paths included a high end system, a hybrid system, a midrange
system and a desktop system. The conclusions reached in that project were
that "overall,
the high end system outperforms all other color prepress systems in quality, but that the
desktop system, at a fractional cost of the high end system,




Miles Southworth commented that the results were
"more similar than
expected."19
Other advantages held by the desktop platform include the ability to preview the
image on the video monitor, and the ability to alter setup prior to the actual scan based on
that preview, thereby shortening the time required to get a successful scan. The lack of
these features on most high end systems were the reasons why multiple proofs were
required for the operator to get the scan right. Of course, many high end vendors have
included video monitors with their systems in recent years, making "soft
previews"
possible before going to film. Another key advantage of the desktop systems is in the area
of electronic page composition. Desktop generated separations are easily imported into
desktop page composition programs, where text, linework and halftone images can be
assembled as one. This makes manual stripping a thing of the
past.20
The high end systems
have their CEPS systems which carry out a similar function, but at significantly greater
cost, with less flexibility.
Others assign responsibility for the perceived inferior quality of the desktop
systems to operators rather than to the technology. "In skilled hands, the [quality]
difference is
eroding,"21
wrote the Seybold Report on Desktop Publishing in 1990. "Color





High end scanners are technologically mature. Little development is taking place
today on the core technologies of these machines. Sales ofhigh end scanners peaked in
1986 at $450 million. By 1990, sales had dropped to $250 million. At the same time, sales
of low end scanners, defined as scanners that sold for less than $2,000, were at $100
million, and sales ofmidrange scanners, defined as scanners that sold for more than $2,000
and less than $10,000, were estimated to be between $50 million and $80 million. [Note:




have been defined by the
author of the article being cited, not by the author of this thesis who, in fact, would define
these two terms differently]. There are only a handful of high end scanner manufacturers.
They include Diadem (Itek), DuPont/Crosfield, Isomet, Screen USA and Linotype-Hell.
These manufacturers continue to be regarded as the vendors of choice when quality is
important. There are numerous manufacturers of low end scanners. The liveliest area of
development is among the desktop
products.23
A common sentiment expressed in the
literature was that the printer or publisher had to first understand his needs prior to
making a purchase decision on a scanning system. Is
optimal quality a requirement of a
segment of his market, for example? It was often also noted that, "80% of the separations




Desktop scanners are roundly criticized in the literature for the poor quality of
their output. The criticism is particularly sharp in the area of dynamic range. CCD
scanners are perceived to be unsuccessful in capturing detail when input density is near or
above 3.0, while high end systems continue to capture data when input densities rise well
above this mark. Most concede that the quality disparity has been reduced over the last
several years, however. The desktop systems do have their proponents. Some argue that
the failings of the desktop systems lie not in the capabilities of the hardware, but in other
areas such as operator knowledge. Desktop scanners may be more appropriate when
quality is not essential.
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Given the limits of reproduction fidelity inherent in the web offset newspaper
printing process, it is reasonable to investigate how separations generated from today's
low end, desktop CCD scanners compare to separations generated from traditional, high
end, PMT scanners in the context of newspaper printing. Is there now a convenient fit
between the limits of attainable fidelity of the printing process and the capabilities of
desktop scanners? In this category ofprinting, are reproductions generated through a
desktop scanner as preferable to a group ofobservers as reproductions derived from a
high end scanner? And, if desktop generated separations are not as preferable to a group
of observers, are they nonetheless acceptable? These are important questions at this point
in time as the newspaper industry is compelled to introduce a significantly greater amount
ofprocess color to their products, while being admonished to make sure that quality is
satisfactory. Important and expensive equipment decisions are being made today, and will
continue to be made over the next several years.
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Objectives And Other Research Questions
The primary research objective of this project was to assess the overall level of
preferability of desktop generated reproductions over high end generated reproductions.
The high end scanning system is still generally regarded as capable ofproducing the
superior level ofquality. Does this continue to be a valid assumption? Does there still
remain a quality distinction between the two systems? Is there no longer a preference
among readers for the output of the high end system? Printing students, acting as judges,
having been provided with representative printed samples ofboth types of output,
provided an answer to this latter question. This was the formal part of the thesis.
Informally, these same judges were also asked to comment on their selections.
Another question that this study addressed was the sampling ratio of the desktop
scanner. The sampling ratio is the number of scanned input pixels per output dot. The
desktop scanner operator has a great deal of control over the rate at which the original
input gets sampled. The de facto standard, called the NyQuest standard, is twice the
screen frequency of the final printed reproduction multiplied by the enlargement factor.
This recommendation was investigated. Images were sampled at three progressively lower
sampling rates and the judges ruled on the point at
which the reproduction dropped below
an acceptable level. Unlike the main thrust of the experiment, this was not a high
end/desktop comparison, but was simply an




A set of reproductions printed on newsprint via the newspaper offset printing
process and made from separations generated by a desktop CCD scanner will be as
preferable to judges as a set of reproductions made from separations generated by a high
end, PMT scanner.
Delimitations
This test was limited to the original film types provided for this test by the Eastman
Kodak Company. The input consisted ofEktachrome Lumiere 35mm positive
transparencies. Color was set up using a Kodak IT8/Q60 target, generated on Ektachrome
100 35mm film. The test did not address other film types. Nor did it address the other
forms ofphotographic input commonly found in newspapers, such as wire service
photographs. It was also limited to the newspaper web offset printing process. It did not
speak to other newspaper printing processes such as letterpress and flexography, nor to
commercial printing processes such as heatset web offset and sheetfed. It was limited to
raw material inputs that are commonly found in today's newspapers, such as newsprint and
news inks. It did not address the results that may be found through the use of special or
enhanced raw materials. Examples of these include inks that do not meet the Ad-Litho
standard, and newsprint that is especially bright such as that used by the now defunct
National Sports Daily, whose newsprint was rated at an ISO brightness value of 70. The
average brightness rating for newsprint sold to U.S. newspapers today is 59.
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Also, while it would be desirable for the test to be representative of the two
families of scanners, the reader will bear in mind this is fundamentally a comparison
between two individual scanning systems. The reader applies the results of this work to
the broader families of scanners at his or her own risk. As the author did not have a whole
host of scanners at his disposal, he was somewhat limited to the two systems chosen for
this study. The results could very well be different if other scanners were substituted for
the two that were used.
Limitations
This experiment cannot control for variability in newsprint, newspaper inks and
original inputs. Also, it cannot control the spectral characteristics (light source, lens and
mirrors) or the internal transformation algorithms of the scanning devices. Every attempt
was made to employ equal amounts of scanning system functionality and performance in
the two scanning systems. Neither system was advantaged, through the adjustment of





A set of original photographs was scanned on two different color separation
scanning systems. One of the scanners, the Screen SG-608 Scanagraph, was a high end,
traditional, PMT based system. The other, the Pixelcraft 4520RS, was a desktop, CCD
based system. The output of these two systems, the separation films, were then merged
onto a common set ofprinting plates and printed on a Goss Community newspaper press.
After the images were appropriately mounted for display, 3 1 judges, under standard
graphic arts viewing conditions, indicated their preference for either one or the other.
From the results, an assessment was made regarding which system produced the preferred
output.
Design Criteria
The fundamental design criterion of this experiment was the creation of a level
playing field between the two scanners. This was to be a
"fair"
comparison, and in a
demonstrable way. One merely needs to review the printing industry's trade publications to
witness a plethora ofunfair comparisons. These are typically comparisons of two or more
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desktop scanners, and are usually the grist of advertisements, although some have also
been the topic of
"serious"
articles. In the case of advertisements, all the scanners in the
comparison have processed a common image at their respective "default
settings."
Remarkably, the sponsor of the advertisement always seems to emerge with the best
reproduction. This is, of course, an absurd way to conduct such an experiment. Scanner
settings depend so critically on upstream and downstream conditions that it is ludicrous to
think that default settings could be adequate. Scanner settings are meant to be adjusted for
copy and for press. "Default
settings"
is an almost meaningless term as it relates to
scanners. Even in the case of articles, the way in which the comparisons are made are
frequently either flawed, or not adequately described.
The objective of this experiment was to make a determination about the quality or
preferability of reproductions made through a desktop, CCD scanner compared to
reproductions made through a traditional, PMT scanner in a newspaper environment. A
couple of fundamental rules were laid down at the outset. First, every attempt would be
made to make the scanners
"equal,"
to make them see and record the original copy in the
same way. Specifically, an attempt would be made to establish the same gray balance, tone
reproduction, color correction and unsharp masking settings on the two scanners. These
are the main criteria with which scanner operators contend: how to adjust for press and
input copy, where to place the highlight dot, how much yellow to add to the reds, etc.
Good scanner operators earn generous salaries making these decisions, and these decisions
are what distinguish poor reproductions from good reproductions, and good
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reproductions from great reproductions. These judgements constitute the "operator
element"
of the process. One scan can be made to produce a hideous result while another
can be made to produce a wonderful result based, not on equipment, but on the "operator
element."
A fundamental design criterion, then, was to attempt to remove the operator
element. Every effort would be made to ensure that the treatment received by the image
on the low end system would be the same as the treatment received by the image on the
high end system. By attempting to
"equalize"
gray balance, tone reproduction, color
correction and unsharp masking, the author hoped to neutralize the all-important
"operator
element."
Second, if and when it became apparent that establishing the exact same settings
between the two scanners was impossible (which, of course, came to be recognized over
time as the general case), then the
"benefit"
would be given to the high end. In this case,
the objective would change from establishing the exact same settings on the two scanners,
to establishing settings that were as close as possible on the two scanners, with any
advantage going to the high end system. This rule was established to give the
"incumbent,"
so to speak, the benefit in any situation where absolute equality could not be attained. It is
apparent that most graphic arts professionals still regard the high end as capable of the
higher degree of quality. The worst possible conclusion that could be reached in this
experiment, it seemed to the author, was for the desktop scanner, the
"challenger,"
to be
perceived by the judges to be the superior system, when it had been given marginal
advantage at various points along the way. Consequently, when advantage was given, in
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this experiment, it was given to the high end. It should be underscored, however, that
every effort was made to not advantage or disadvantage either scanner. These efforts are
outlined in this chapter.
Original Input
The same set of original images were scanned into the two scanners. There were a
total of eight images in the set, which was acquired from the Graphics Imaging Systems
Division of the Eastman Kodak Company. All images were 35mm positive transparencies.
One of the eight images was an IT8, or Kodak Q60, test target. It was created on Kodak
Ektachrome 100 Plus Professional color transparency film. The remaining seven images
depicted a variety of scenes. They are summarized in table 5-1. These images were
produced onKodak Ektachrome Lumiere 100 Professional Film, which is a new product.
This film
shares the Image Description
A Articles of clothing, mainly gray. Includes hat, shirt, trousers, etc.
B Rack ofbright, richly colored towels
C Rack of light, pastel colored towels
D Three women in bright sweaters
E Concrete building surrounded by a green lawn and blue sky
F White pillow and some lace (high key image)






Table 5-1. Description of images. Label and description of the seven
Professional images that served as inputs during the test. The eighth input, a Q60
target, is not listed here.
film.
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however. The Q60, therefore, served as an adequate setup device for these images
1,2.3
Design ofExperiment: An Overview
This was an iterative process. First, scans were made on the SG-608. A variety of
scanner setups were tested, and, in fact, much of the value of the thesis to the author
occurred as a result of this experimentation. Many of the early proofs were the results of
scanner setups that approximated commercial printing conditions more closely than they
approximated newspaper printing conditions. Gradually, however, the requirements for
printing on newsprint came to be understood and employed. For each iteration on the high
end scanner, a full complement of the eight images were reproduced. All of the separation
negatives were processed through a DuPont 28C film processor, proofed on a Fuji Color
Art proofing system, and evaluated in a graphic arts viewing booth under D5000 lighting.
This procedure was repeated until good proofs, made from a scanner setup appropriate for
newsprint, were the result. Acceptability was based on a visual assessment made by the
author in consultation with other graduate students working in the Color Imaging Lab in
the School ofPrinting at RIT.
The focus now switched to the desktop scanning system where another iterative
process was pursued. In this case, however, the iteration involved only the Q60 image.
The other seven images were not repeatedly reproduced during this period. The effort
focused on matching the desktop output of the Q60 to the high end output of the Q60. A
calibrated densitometer was used to measure the dot sizes of certain areas of the high end
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separation films of the Q60. On the desktop, the Q60 image was manipulated in software
to approximate these dot sizes. Ultimately, though, the equality of the high end and low
end reproduction ofQ60 was based on a visual and subjective evaluation of the proofs of
this image. This involved separating the Q60, importing the separations into a Quark page,
outputting the page to an AGFA Selectset 5000 imagesetter, processing the films through
an AGFARapiline film processor, proofing the films on the same Fuji proofing system and
evaluating the proofs in the same viewing booth. The process was repeated until a
High end:
Scanner Screen SG-608
Scanner Film Kodak Series 2000 Laser Scanner Film
Film Processor DuPont 28C Rapid Access Film Processor
Desktop:
Scanner Pixelcraft 4520 RS
Workstation AppleMacintosh Centris 650 (scanning); Quadra 700 (other)
Scanner Software Pixelcraft Color Access 1.3.3 with QuickScan 2.3.1
Other Software Quark 3.2
RJP AGFA 5000 PS Star Plus (Adobe Emerald)
Specifications 16MB memory; 200MB hard disk; 4MB on Ethernet Processor;
CPU: MIPS R-3000 @ 25 MHz; FPU: MIPS R-3010 @ 25 MHz
Imagesetter AGFA Selectset 5000
Imagesetter Film AGFA Gevaset HN-Film
Film Processor AGFA Rapiline 26 Rapid Access Developer/Replenisher
Both Systems:
Densitometer X-Rite 309 (Transmission)
Proofs Fuji ColorArt System (Substrate - Bowater newsprint)
Viewing Booth Graphics Technology, Incorporated, (D5000 lighting)
Table 5-2. Summary ofmaterials and equipment used in prepress areas.
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reasonable level of equality between the two reproductions of the Q60 had been achieved.
Again, this evaluation was conducted by the author in consultation with several printing
graduate students in the Color Imaging Lab. At this point, the remaining seven images
were reproduced at the same settings.
After all the low end images had been scanned and separated, they were imported
into Quark pages, and the page negatives were produced on the Selectset. The high end
separations were then stripped into the low end page negatives. All page elements were
burned on a common set ofplates and printed on a newspaper press. Judges evaluated the
pairs of images (excluding the Q60) in a paired comparison test.
Scanning on the Screen SG-608
The transparencies were initially scanned on the SG-608. During setup, the scanner
was programmed according to the desired output. The screen ruling, screen angles, and
dot shape were established, for example, and a scanning drum and a scanning aperture
were selected. The following parameters were selected: screen ruling: 85 lines per inch;
screen angles: yellow: 0, magenta: 45, cyan: 15 and black: 75; elliptical dot; aperture: 104.
Aperture selection, which impacts unsharp masking, was based on enlargement factor. A
table provided by the manufacturer indicated the appropriate aperture for a given
enlargement factor. In this case, the enlargement factor of 320% determined that aperture
104 should be used.
Prior to scanning test images, the Screen scanner was linearized. Linearization is a
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calibration process that ensures that the actual dot sizes recorded on film are essentially
the same size as the dot sizes called for by the scanner. When the scanner's analyzing head
is pointed to a spot on the original, for example, the sizes of the dots that the scanner
intends to output to film are displayed in a digital readout. At output, the dots on film
should essentially be equal to these displayed readings. On the Screen scanner,
linearization is performed by running a program. The program tells the scanner's recording
unit to output patches onto film made up of dots ofknown size. All patches are output
according to the parameters included in the scanner setup (i.e. 85 line screen, etc.). It is
important, in fact, to run a linearization test when one of these parameters change. These
patches are recorded onto the scanner film, which in this case was Kodak Series 2000
Laser Scanner Film. The scanner film was processed through the DuPont 28C film
processor. Then, the patches in the separation films were measured with an X-Rite 309
transmission densitometer which had been calibrated prior to use. The actual dot size
values were then compared to values contained in a table provided by the manufacturer
which indicates what the dot sizes should be. All of the measured values were within 2%
of the table values, so the scanner was linearized.
Next, gray balance and tone reproduction were set on the high end system using a
Kodak ST-34 gray scale. This is a carbon dye gray scale that contains 34 different density
steps. The nominal density of each step is written in the margins of the scale. A carbon dye
gray scale was chosen over one with a silver
emulsion because it is a more precise device.
Gray scales with silver emulsions scatter (rather than simply transmit) more incident light
Cyan Magenta Yellow Black
Highlight 3% 2% 1% 0%
Quartertone 19% 15% 14% 0%
Midtone 39% 32% 31% 8%
Shadow 80% 75% 75% 70%
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than do carbon dye gray scales. Densitometers read transmitted and scattered light, but
scanners read only transmitted light. A densitometer, therefore, will read the density of a
given location on a silver gray scale to be about 20% lower than will the scanner. The







was used was the one
specified in the Standards for
Table 5-3. SNAP gray balance recommendations.
Non-heatset Printing (SNAP)
brochure produced by the Printing Industries ofAmerica (PIA). The Newspaper
Association ofAmerica (NAA) concurs with these
recommendations.5
The SNAP gray
balance guidelines are specified in table 5-3.
A couple of issues are worth noting about these recommendations. First, the NAA
indicates that it is not unusual for newspapers to begin the black a little later than what the
recommendation calls
for.6
Black may not grow to be 8% until cyan has reached 50%, for
example. Second, these recommendations are for a skeleton black, which is the type of
black printer employed in this test. No provision was made in this test for the use ofUCR
or GCR, or even a long black. Third, there appears to be a contradiction in these
recommendations. The reader will note that total dot area for the shadow dot is 300%
(80% + 75% + 75% + 70%). Another part of the SNAP guideline recommends that
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"maximum total area coverage of 240%-260% is
recommended."7
The author resolved
this apparent conflict by going with the values that were indicated in the table, even
though the sum of these values is greater than the maximum total dot area recommended
by SNAP.
In the case of tone reproduction, SNAP does not make a specific recommendation
which would be difficult because of the different density ranges of originals, but instead
indicates its
Typical Tone Curves

















HIGHLIGHT 1/4 TONE ISIDTOKE SHADOW
recommendation
pictorially by showing a
normal tone curve for
newsprint. See figure
5-1. This curve
resembles the low key
tone curve of
commercial printing.
Figure 5-1. SNAP tone reproduction recommendation for
The midtone dot should newsprint. The highest line represents cyan, the lowest
line represents black, and the middle line represents
be placed at a relatively magenta and yellow (actually, yellow tracks just beneath
magenta).
small dot size when
compared to its placement in commercial printing applications. In commercial printing, for
example, the midtone dot is typically placed at the following dot sizes:
Cyan: 65% Magenta: 50% Yellow: 50%.
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The midtone dot was placed according to the SNAP guideline in this experiment. In
addition, the shadow dots were placed at levels that are significantly below their placement
in commercial printing. In commercial printing, shadow dots are typically placed at dot
sizes of90% or more. There are some who recommend this for newspaper printing as
well,8
but most, including the PIA (SNAP), recommend placing the shadow dots at much
smaller dot sizes. In this experiment, the shadow dots were placed according to the SNAP
recommendations .
Dot gain accounts for the reason why tone recommendations for newsprint are
depressed relative to those for commercial printing. Dot gain for newsprint at the midtone
dot is typically between 25% and 30%.
9
It is significantly less for the substrates used in
commercial printing. Dot gain is very large for newsprint in the quartertones, as well. Dot
gain is an issue in all forms of printing, and especially in newspaper printing because the
substrate is so absorbent, but it can and should be accommodated in the separations. The
SNAP guideline is designed to do just this. In the scanner, the dot sizes need to be set to
relatively low values from highlight to shadow because, once these dots become ink on
newsprint, they grow a great deal. If accommodation is not made in the separations, then
this gain will render the entire image too dark, and will result in plugging the shadows.
The maximum density (DmaJ for transparencies is typically more than
3.0.10
The
originals used in this experiment were measured to have a Dmax of about 3.1. (Step 24 on
the 24-step step tablet on the Q60 measured at about this value). The midtone dot was
placed at a density of approximately 1.5 (which corresponded to step 16 on the Q60's step
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tablet). First, the scanner drum and the carbon dye step tablet were cleaned, and the step
tablet was mounted on the drum. All of the original images, including the Q60, were also
cleaned and mounted on the drum next to the step tablet. Gray balance and tone
reproduction were set using the step tablet. The scanner's analyzing head was pointed at
the step on the step tablet that corresponded to a density of 3.0. The shadow dot control
knobs were adjusted until they read as follows:
Cyan: 80% Magenta: 75% Yellow: 75% Black: 70%.
The analyzing head was then pointed at the step on the step tablet that corresponded to a
density of .20, and the highlight dot control knobs were adjusted until they read:
Cyan: 3% Magenta: 2% Yellow: 1% Black: 0%.
Then, the drum was rotated until the analyzing head was aimed at the step that
corresponded to a density of 1.5. The midtone dot controls were adjusted until the scanner
readout indicated:
Cyan: 39% Magenta: 32% Yellow: 31% Black: 8%.
Since, the SNAP guideline includes a recommendation for the quartertone, and since the
SG-608 has 5-point control, the quartertone placement was also set. The drum was
rotated until the analyzing head was pointed to the step which corresponded to .75 density
units. Then, the cyan, magenta, yellow and black dot quartertone controls were adjusted
until the readout indicated:
Cyan: 19% Magenta: 15% Yellow: 14% Black: 0%.
Finally, all settings were checked to see how much they had changed as a result of
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subsequent settings, and adjusted until all readouts corresponded to the values in the
SNAP recommendation. It is worth noting that some scanner settings were difficult to
attain. In particular, this was true of the midtone settings. In one case, the midtone dot
controls were adjusted to their lowest settings, and yet the values in the display were still
not as low as those called for in the SNAP guideline. In this case, the quartertone and the
three-quartertone controls were adjusted to help attain the proper midtone setting.
Color correction on the high end scanner was done with the aid of the Q60. The
analyzing head was pointed at the bottom step of each of the six color scales located in the
right-middle portion of the Q60, starting with the cyan patch, and moving progressively
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Color correction for Figure 5-2. IT8/Q60 Target. Areas of interest include: (A) 24
step gray scale, (B) bottom steps ofCMYKRGB color scales,
newsprint is difficult (C) flesh tone patches, (D) spot right in the middle of the girl's
forehead and (E) gray surround (gray surround was measured
in that, unlike gray
four times, once on each side).
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balance and tone reproduction, there are no standing recommendations. Target values
were derived by starting with the recommendation that is contained in the Q60
manual,11
which appears to be for commercial printing. Dot size values for wanted colors in this
recommendation, for example, are commonly in the high nineties (97%, 98% etc.). These
are too high for newsprint. The settings were therefore adjusted down, evenly, across the
board. The adjusted target values are contained within table 5-4.
To color correct on the high end, the analyzing head was pointed at the
appropriate patch, and the color correction knobs were adjusted to get the desired values
in the wanted and unwanted colors. Color correction on the SG-608 is simple and
powerful in that for each of the six colors that can be corrected, the user has four control
knobs, one for each of the four
inks. To adjust the cyan color
correction, for example, the
analyzing head was aimed at the
cyan patch, and the four knobs
dedicated to cyan selective color
correction were adjusted to the
Table 5-4. Target color correction values for
newsprint for selected patches in the Q60.
values indicated in table 5-4.
Cyan is a wanted color in cyan. To get more cyan in cyan, for example, the selective color
correction knob for cyan is adjusted in the positive direction. If there is too much
unwanted color in the cyan, then one or more of the other three
knobs is adjusted in the
Patch in Color of Dot Size
Q60 patch
C M Y K
L-13 Cyan 88% 0% 0% 0%
L-14 Magenta 12% 91% 0% 0%
L-15 Yellow 0% 14% 92% 0%
L-17 Red 19% 92% 85% 8%
L-18 Green 82% 10% 91% 6%
L-19 Blue 91% 80% 11% 5%
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negative direction. Adjusting one of the overprint colors is a little more interesting because
there are two wanted colors. To adjust for red, for example, the analyzing head is pointed
at the red patch. To increase the wanted colors in red, the magenta and yellow color
correction knobs are turned in the positive direction. To increase or decrease the amount
ofunwanted color in the red, then the cyan and black knobs are adjusted. The ease with
which color correction adjustments are made is one of the ways in which the high end
scanner distinguishes itself from the low end. Adding or subtracting either wanted or
unwanted colors is a simple matter on the high end.
In fact, this is one area where the high end received one of those
"benefits"
described earlier in the design criteria section of this chapter. There was a desire in this
experiment to desaturate the reds with both cyan and black because it gave more detail to
the bright red towels in image B. This is reflected in the values associated with red in table
5-4. It was easy to do on the high end. Simply point the analyzing head at the red patch in
the Q60 and adjust the knobs until the values in the readout are the same as those in the
table. There existed no provision to add black to a color on the low end scanning system,
however. Desaturation was accomplished there solely with cyan. There was some thought
given to not using black to desaturate on the high end because the low end could not
duplicate the action. Ultimately, it was decided that the high end scanner should not be
penalized for being able to accomplish something that the low end could not. Desaturation
with black was retained on the high end. The low end attempted to match the overall
effect by using a greater amount of cyan to desaturate the reds.
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Finally, unsharp masking controls were set on the high end. Again, there are no
universal recommendations for unsharp masking for newsprint (or on anything else). As
previously mentioned, on the SG-608 scanner, there is a table with recommendations for
scanning aperture (which affects unsharp masking) and unsharp masking controls. The
recommendations in this table are based on the amount of enlargement that will be applied
to the original to create the reproduction. In this case, the enlargement percentage was
320%. Based on this, the table suggested using aperture
"104"
and recommended that all
USM settings be set at 4 (on a scale of 1-5). This was done.
At last, it was time to scan the original images. Scanner film was loaded into the
recording unit of the scanner. The eight original images had been taped to the drum as two
rows of four images. The four images per row were each taped end to end, butting each
other, all set up on the same baseline. The geometry of the scanning area, one row, was
indicated with the aid of the, "ORIGINAL START
1"
button, which establishes the top of
the scanning area on the drum, and some sliding start and stop sensors which indicate the
beginning (right) and ending (left) points of the scanning area. Then, the
"SCAN"
button
was pressed to initiate the actual scan. The drum was soon spinning at top speed, and the
analyzing head began to traverse the copy. In
about 2-3 minutes, all four images were
analyzed and recorded on film. The scanner was stopped and the recording filmwas lifted
off the pins of the recording drum, and dropped into a light-tight cassette. Another sheet
of film was placed on the drum, and the second row of four images was recorded. When
this second scan was finished, this sheet of film was dropped into the cassette to
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accompany the first sheet. With all eight images recorded on film and in the cassette, the
cassette was removed from the scanner and transported to the light-tight room that
contains the infeed for the DuPont 28C film processor. In the dark, the sheets of film were
removed from the cassette and fed into the processor. In about two minutes, the
developed sheets emerged from the processor. These separation films were proofed on the
Fuji Color Art proofer. Newsprint was used as the proofing substrate to help simulate final
printing conditions. The proofs were then evaluated under standard viewing conditions for
color. This procedure was repeated until proofs were found to be acceptable.
Once acceptable output had been generated from the high end, the next step was
to measure the dots contained within certain patches of the Q60 separation films. This was
accomplished with the X-Rite 309 transmission densitometer. First, the densitometer was
calibrated. Then, the cyan, magenta, yellow and black separation films that contained the
Q60 image were placed under the aperture of the densitometer and analyzed. The areas of
interest in the Q60 include: each step of the 24-step step tablet that runs in the horizontal
direction at the bottom of the image, the bottom step of each of the seven color scales
(cyan, magenta, yellow, black, red, green and blue) that run vertically down the right
middle part of the image, all of the flesh tone patches on the right side of the image, a spot
in the forehead of the woman's face that lies at the intersection of the middle of row B and
column 21, one spot on each of the four sides of the gray surround of the image. These
are depicted in figure 5-2. Measurements were taken for each of the four separation films
of the Q60 image, and recorded in a data table.
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This data would constitute the target tone reproduction and color correction
values for the low end system. On the low end, with the image of the Q60 on the screen,
the gradation curves for each of the four inks, and the color correction tools, would be
manipulated until the dot size values for each of the relevant areas in the image, as
measured by the desktop system's on-line densitometer, approximated the measured values
contained in this table.
Scanning on the Pixelcraft 4520RS
The focus now shifts to the Pixelcraft 4520RS, the desktop CCD scanner.
Pixelcraft was formerly known as Baraeyscan prior to its acquisition by Xerox, which
incorporated the company into its Pixelcraft division. The 4520RS is run from a
Macintosh host computer system, and is a Small Computer Systems Interface (SCSI)
device. The Mac comes equipped with a SCSI adapter, so connecting the 4520RS to the
Mac is a simple matter ofplugging a SCSI cable into both, and terminating the SCSI chain
correctly. The scanner must be allowed to warm up after it is turned on, and throughout




QuickScan: Image Acquisition Software
Pixelcraft supplies its own color separation software, called CIS Color Access, and
Color Access has its own scanner control plug-in, called QuickScan. In other words,
QuickScan is the image acquisition portion of the program while Color Access is the color
separation portion of the program. (QuickScan can be regarded as a program that is
distinct from, but tightly integrated into, the Color Access program). After warm up,





pull down menu. This brings the
user to QuickScan's main screen. See figure 5-3.
Here, the operator clicks on the
"Option..."
button to establish basic scanner
QuickScan
4520 RS
Film Size: | 35mm
Scan Type:| Color |
1H
IMI (Setup... ] (Option...]
Expo





Height: 3.2| | inches |
Width: 4.5 | inches |
Image Size: 1219K
? No highlight point ( Edit... ]
? No shadom point [Restore]
A Option-click in the image area to
^L^
select a highlight point. Exposure is
determined automatically .
( Cancel j [[Prescanj] ( Scan 1
Figure 5-3. QuickScan's main screen, with preview image ofQ60 target.
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parameters. These include the output
screen ruling and the sampling ratio
(which will be discussed a little later in
this chapter), as well as the smallest and




density. See figure 5-4. Clicking
"OK"
on this screen brings the operator back
to QuickScan's main screen.
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Cancel CED
calibrated. To focus, an image must first
Fiure 5"4' QuickScan's Options screen.
be in the "preview
window,"
which means that an image must first be scanned in
"grayscale
mode."
This is a mode that is used prior to the actual scan. It is used for such
functions as indicating the boundaries of the area in the original that is to be captured.
With a transparency leaded into the film mount, and the mount loaded into the scanning
bed, the operator clicks on the
"Prescan"
button located on QuickScan's main screen. In
this experiment, the Q60 transparency was generally used for focusing, so it was loaded
into the film mount for this function. After several seconds, a low resolution, grayscale
image of the Q60 appeared in the monitor. Documentation for the 4520RS recommended
selecting a long narrow strip ofhigh contrast with the marquee tool for focusing. With this
done, the
"Setup..."




For the best results, compensate after focusing and
refocus after switching slide mounts.
Focus...
Full Calibration -
R full calibration must be done prior to using the
scanner for the first time and periodically thereafter.
? Include Lamp Calibration j Full Calibration..
Compensation Only - - -
Run compensation if the image has stripes in the
direction of carriage trauel.
Compensation Only... ]
[L_Don^j
brings the focus and
calibration screen to the
monitor, which offers
three options. See figure
5-5. The operator selects
"Focus."
The scanner runs
its focusing routine, and
after about two minutes
reports that the operation
was successful. (Note:
4520RS documentation
Figure 5-5. QuickScan's Setup screen for focusing and
recommended mrining the
calibration.
focus routine whenever the input film format changed). Next, the operator selects the
"Full
Calibration..."
option. There is a feature associated with this option which gives the
operator the opportunity to include lamp calibration with this routine. Lamp calibration
was always included in this experiment. The software instructs the operator to load the
calibration mount into the scanning bed, and then to hit the
"OK"
button. After doing this,
the scanner runs through its calibration routine. This usually took between five and ten
minutes, after which time the software reported that the
operation was successful. The
scannerwas now ready to scan original transparencies. At this point,
the calibration mount
was removed from the scanning bed.
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All scanner setup on the desktop was carried out on the Q60. With the
transparency of the Q60 in the 35mm film mount, the mount was placed back in the
scanning bed and the scanner door was closed. From the QuickScan main menu, the
"Prescan"
button was again clicked with the mouse. After several seconds, the grayscale
image of the Q60 reappeared on the screen. Amarquee was then drawn around the precise
part of the Q60 image that was to be captured. In addition, information regarding the final
reproduction size of the image was then provided to the program.
The 4520RS possesses a linear CCD array that contains about 2,000 individual
CCD elements per inch that it can use to scan a 35mm
image.12
But, the scanner does not
have to use every element in the array on every scan. There are three factors that
determine how many of the elements are used. The first is screen ruling. In this case, the





By whatever name, it represents the number of input
pixels (in one dimension) that are used per output dot. For example, how many input
pixels, in the horizontal dimension, are used to output one dot on the film plotter or
imagesetter? Generally, the number is between 1 and 2. The closer one gets to 2, the
greater the amount of data that is provided for output. Factors one and two are sometimes







The third and final factor to be considered is the enlargement factor,
the size difference between the original and the printed reproduction, represented as a
percentage. In this experiment, the enlargement percentage was 320%.
These three factors
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are multipled to get the required number of input pixels per inch.
In this experiment, the parameters were: screen ruling of 85 lines per inch,
sampling ratio of2.0, enlargement factor of320%. The required number of input pixels, or
CCD elements, per inch, therefore, was 544 (85 x 2.0 x 3.20). This is well below the
2,000 pixels per inch that are available to the 4520RS, and in fact represents a
"resizing"
percentage of about 27% (544/2000). Resizing, sometimes called resampling, is the
percentage of available pixels per inch that are actually used in the scan. It is expressed as
a percentage. A percentage less than 100% means that the system is not using all the
pixels that are available. Some pixels are being thrown away. A percentage greater than
100% indicates that the scanner is using more pixels than are available to it (based on the
limited number of elements in the array). Additional pixels must be fabricated. These new
pixels will not be based on what the scanner has actually seen in the original image. They
will be based on what the scanning software interpolates, based on two or more
neighboring pixels that have actually been observed in the original image. One can surmise
that while it is alright to throw away pixels that are unneeded, it is unwise to invent pixels.
Such a practice can quickly degrade output quality. As long as the array is dense enough,
as long as there are sufficient CCD elements per inch, then the need to invent pixels does
not arise. The need arises when there are too few elements per inch in the array, a problem
brought on by an excessive demand made by one or more of the factors previously
described: screen ruling, sampling ratio or enlargement percentage. When working
from
35mm originals, as newspapers frequently do, the latter factor can be a real danger. But, in
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newspaper reproduction, the first factor, screen ruling, tends act as a counterweight to
hold down the required number of pixels per inch.
Resizing is almost always required. The Pixelcraft system offers the operator a
couple of options when it comes to resizing. He can resize either in QuickScan or later in
Color Access. If the operator does not know the final size of the image, or if the scanned
image is ultimately to be reproduced at several different sizes, then resizing should
probably be done in Color Access, after the image has been scanned in QuickScan at
100%. The drawback to this is that it creates huge scan files. As an example, there was a
point during the experiment where the author failed to resize in QuickScan, and ended up
with an 14MB scan file. After the transparency was rescanned with resizing done in
QuickScan, the scan file was less than 2 MB. So, if the operator knows the ultimate size of
the reproduction, it is better to resize as the image is being scanned in QuickScan.
A couple of additional issues may be addressed with the preview image on the
screen. The highlight dot and the shadow dot must be selected, and the default tone
reproduction curve that QuickScan uses to map the density of the original to a dot size
percent in the saved file can be adjusted. In this case, it was adjusted for newsprint.
QuickScan provides a nice tool to help the operator select the location of the highlight and
shadow dots. To select the highlight dot, the operator depresses and holds down the
option key on theMacintosh keyboard. The cursor turns into a small white doughnut,
with
a clear center. As the operator moves the cursor over the grayscale image via the mouse,
the parts of the image that are ofhigher density turn red while those of lower density
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remain gray (white in the highlights). The operator moves
the cursor around the image until most of the image is red,
and he feels confident that, while the area in white directly
under the cursor represents a diffuse highlight, other areas
still in white represent specular highlights. In short, he has
properly placed the highlight dot. At this point, he clicks
the mouse. This selects the location currently under the
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the monitor which indicates the cyan, magenta and yellow T7. C/: . ... , .J & J Figure 5-6. Highlight
densities, as perceived by the scanner, and the associated
dot sizes to which these densities will be mapped. See figure 5-6. This highlight is
supposed to be neutral; the cyan, magenta and yellow densities are supposed to be about
the same. If there is a color cast to the original, it is in this
screen that the operator can correct it. Clicking on the
"Accept"
button accepts the displayed settings, and returns
the operator to the preview image. A similar procedure is
followed to set the shadow dot. By depressing and holding
the shift and option keys at the same time, the cursor turns
into a black doughnut with a clear middle. As the cursor is
moved around the display, the areas that are of lesser
.,, density turn to red, while those ofgreater density remain
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gray (black in the shadows). When a desirable shadow has been located, the mouse is
clicked. This selects the location under the cursor as the shadow dot. Again, a screen pops
up on the monitor to indicate the cyan, magenta, yellow densities and corresponding
output dot sizes, and gives the operator the opportunity to correct for cast. See figure 5-7.
Clicking
"Accept"
accepts the displayed values.
The operator can, at his option, address one more issue prior to initiating the
actual scan. He can adjust the default tone curve that QuickScan uses to map density to
dot size. Like resizing, the tone curve can be adjusted in either QuickScan or in Color
Access, or in both. In this experiment, gross adjustments were made in QuickScan and fine
adjustments were made in Color Access. These gross adjustments were designed to get
the tone curve into the ballpark of its final setting. The decision to use this approach, as
opposed to making all tone curve adjustments in Color Access, was a judgement call. In
fact, it would have been easier to make all adjustments to the tone curve in Color Access.
The reason why gross adjustments were made in QuickScan is that the 4520RS is a 12 bit
scanner. Data are represented in 12 bits while still held in the scanner. Once they are
transmitted to the Mac, they are mapped to 8 bits. In short, the data are of a higher degree
ofprecision while they are in the scanner. The decision to make gross
adjustments to the
tone curve in QuickScan, then, was made to take advantage of the greater degree of
precision offered by the scanner.
On the main QuickScan screen (figure 5-3), there is a button labeled
"Edit..."
Clicking on it and holding down the mouse button yields a
pull down menu with three
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choices, the last ofwhich is
"Tone..."
Selecting this option
brings the default QuickScan tone
curve screen to the monitor. See
figure 5-8. It looks much like a
tone curve for commercial printing
applications. The operator can








Figure 5-8. Default QuickScan tone curve.
Tone Curue
three-quartertone portions of the
curves. The highlight and shadow points have been fixed by the operator's previous
actions. Deciding on an appropriate shape for this curve was a trial and error process. The
curve was adjusted, the scan was made, the values of several patches in the 24-step step
tablet in the Q60 were checked with the on-line densitometer in Color Access to see how
well they conformed to values for
those areas in the high end
separation films, and the routine
was repeated. Eventually, a curve




accepts the adjusted curve and
returns the operator to the








QuickScan main menu. Finally, the
"Scan"
button was clicked to initiate the actual scan.
Each image took about seven to ten minutes to scan. Upon the completion of each scan,
the system returned the operator to Color Access, and displayed the scanned image, in
i
color, in a window on the monitor.
In Color Access, the operator can fine tune the separation. Recall that all setup on
the low end was carried out on the Q60. In fact, it was to some degree similar even on the
high end. There, setup was made with the help of the Q60 (for color correction), and then
all of the remaining images were scanned at those settings. There were no adjustments for
individual images. It was the same on the low end. Setup was performed on the Q60, and
all the other transparencies were scanned at those settings. At this point in the procedure,
the image of the Q60 and the main menu ofColor Access are on the screen.
Scanning the Images that TestedDifferences in the SamplingRatio
Before leaving QuickScan, mention should be made of the procedure used to
compare scans made at differing sampling rates. Images A and E were used for this test.
For each image, three scans were made on the desktop system. All scans were made with
exactly the same parameter settings, with one
exception. The sampling ratio was allowed
to change. On the first scan, the sampling ratio was set to 2.0. On the second, it was set to
1.5. On the third, it was set to 1.0. This setting was made on the QuickScan
Options
screen. (Recall figure 5-4).
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ColorAccess: ImageManipulation Software
The main menu ofColor Access has four pull down menus, and all the features of
the program are contained under these pull downs. They are: File, Edit, Control and Tune
See figure 5-10. From a
ii File Edit Control Tune Protection
functional point ofview,
Figure 5-10. Main menu ofColor Access. (Note that
however, the system is set up
"Protection"
pull down is not part ofColor Access).
so that everything ties into the "Job
Setup"
screen, which is accessed from the
"Control"
pull down menu. See figure 5-11. Functionally, the system is set up as a hierarchy, with
the Job Setup screen at the top of the hierarchy, at the first level. See figure 5-12. Five
second level functions tie directly into the Job Setup screen. These are: Tone & Cast,
Color Correction, Unsharp Masking, Type ofBlack and Output Options. Each of these
second level functions possesses its own screen or series of screens. All except Output
Options are
"self-contained."
That is, there are no
"tributary"
screens located in other
parts of the system that contain setup information that flow into these screens. All tone
and cast functions, for example, are madeHI Job Settings "RF Cfi Settings 11 /9R.cui
Job Setup: RF15
Settings for Image :
-
no image open -
Available Memory : 3276K Largest Block : 3275K
Tone & Cast: |RF15-u// cast corr. ?
Color Correction: RF15
UnSharp Masking:rRF15-1/8 Page.Htr... T"|
Black:! RF13-skelblack
Output 0ptions:[~RF15R-Custom PPD .. ? |
( Preaigu?"") [ CMVK ~] I [ Separate J
from one set of closely related screens.
There are no other screens that tie in with




exception to the rule. It ties in a third level
of the hierarchy collectively called the
Figure 5-11. Job Setup screen.
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"tune"
screens. The tune screens control such elements as imagesetter calibration,
provisions for dot gain (if they are not built into the tone curve), and ink sets.
This functional structure allows the operator to group, name, save and recall
different setups. Each element in the hierarchy is given a name. One particular Tone &
Cast screen might be labeled "Low
key,"
for example, and would contain tone and cast
parameters for low key images. Another might be labeled "High
key,"
and would be set up
for high key images. To substitute one for the other, the operator would simply go to the
Job Setup screen (figure 5-11), and, while the cursor is positioned over the Tone & Cast
pull down menu, click and hold the mouse button. A list of the names of all available Tone
& Cast setups would be presented. With the mouse button still depressed, the operator
would simply drag the cursor down to the one that is desired, and release the mouse
button. The name of the new selection would appear in the "Tone &
Cast"
window of the
Job Setup screen, and all the parameters associated with the new selection would be
Job Setup



















Figure 5-12. Functional hierarchy of the Color Access system.
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automatically loaded into the program. In fact, Job Setups themselves get names, and
whole Job Setups can be just as easily switched. This is a way to conveniently segregate
one setup, one entire set ofparameters (tone and cast, color correction, unsharp masking,
etc.), from another. As an example, assume that two customers require completely
different scanner setups: different tone curve, different color correction, different unsharp
masking, even different output options (for example, if one was ultimately going to an
AGFA imagesetterwhile the other was going to a Dolev imagesetter). Each could be
stored under a different Job Setup, and invoked as required, as opposed changing
individual second level parameter sets.
Basically, the thrust of the effort on the desktop scanning system was to get the
scanner and associated software to analyze and record the Q60 image in the same way that
the high end scanner had analyzed and recorded the image. Consequently, an attempt was
made to establish the same scanning parameters on the desktop system as those that had
been used on the Screen scanner. The SNAP guideline had been used to establish gray
r*""
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Figure 5-13. Gray Balance input screen.
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balance on the high end, for example. It was also used on the desktop system, where a
table was filled in with the appropriate values. See figure 5-13. Gray balance was
straightforward.
Tone reproduction was not quite so easy. To match the tone reproduction of the
high end system, the 24-step step
tablet at the bottom of the Q60 was
used. The reader will recall that
these steps, as they were
Densitometer
llisllal Density
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reproduced in the high end separation negatives, were measured with a transmission
densitometer and the data was recorded. Armed with the high end's cyan, magenta and
yellow dot sizes for each of these steps, and with the aid of the desktop system's on-line
densitometer (see figure 5-14), the cyan, magenta
and yellow tone curves for the desktop's version of
the Q60 were adjusted in the "Tone &
Cast"
screen
until the dot sizes reflected in the densitometer
Tone fr Cast
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Figure 5-15. Tone & Cast screen.
approximated those that had been measured in the
high end separation films. See figure 5-15. These
numbers were fairly close without any adjustment
due to the fact that most of the tone reproduction
adjustment had already been made in QuickScan, as
described earlier in this section. The fine tuning was
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Black: RF13-skelblack
Enter Black leuels
Start to apply Black at:|20 | %
Besired maximum Black: [~63 | %
Befine the Black curue:
DflPPly UCR Black ( UXR... ) j
done here, however.
The high end black curve was matched in
a similar way. Color Access allows adjustment to
the black curve through the "Type of
Black"
screen. See figure 5-16. With the aid of a table
which contained the values of the black dot sizes
for each of the 24 steps in the Q60's black high
end separation film, and with the aid of the
desktop's on-line densitometer, the black curve
was adjusted in this screen until the values for
black reflected in the densitometer for each of the
24 steps approximated the values in the table.
A similar technique was used to match color correction. The reader will recall that,
in the high end separation films, the bottom patch of each of the six color scales in the
middle-right section of the Q60 were measured with a transmission densitometer, and the
dot size values were recorded in a table. The desktop system offers some color correction
controls, and the effort centered on adjusting these controls until the dot size values
reflected in the desktop's densitometer approximated the corresponding values in the table.
Color correction within Color Access is controlled through two parts of the system. The
first, and most obvious, is through the Selective Color Correction screen which is accessed
Figure 5-16. Type ofBlack screen.
through the
"Control"
pull down menu. See figure 5-17. The second is through the
"Inks"
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screen which is accessed through the
"Tune"
pull down
menu. See figure 5-18. Selective color correction on
the desktop is like selective color correction on the
high end. There are provisions for the user to add or
subtract wanted or unwanted color from any of the six
primary and secondary (subtractive) colors. (Note:
while there was a provision to add or subtract black
Misss Selectiue Color Correction
Correction: RFI5
Component^ Cyan in Cyans
t-
Colors to :orrect...
Color | HJ Cyans ? |
Plate to correct them In...




Selective Color Correction allows for
the specific correction of colors in the
image by compensating for that color's
content in a specific plate's inks.
Uieuj
Figure 5-17. Selective Color
Correction screen (1).
from any of the colors, the author could not get it to
work and concluded that it was an element of the
software package that had not yet been fully
implemented). Color correction done via the
"Inks"
screen, on the other hand, pertains
only to unwanted colors. It is further complicated by the fact that the user can never
r Adjust Base Color Correction
EED Bemoue Magenta from Cyan & Green
[><] Remoue Magenta from Vellouu & Green
85 % |
-20 % |
[x] Remoue Vellouj from Magenta
&
Glue
G3 Remoue Vellouj from Cyan & Glue
[x] Remoue Cyan from Magenta & Red
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Figure 5-18. Inks screen.
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address only one color at a time on this screen. For example, he may desire to add cyan to
red but not to magenta or yellow. This screen forces the user to perform actions on at
least two colors at a time. To add cyan to red, for example, he must also add cyan to
magenta or yellow. He can't simply add cyan to the red and leave magenta or yellow
alone. It is an extremely awkward tool to use.
The reader may wonder, then, why the Selective Color Correction screen was not
used for all color corrections. It is true that the Selective Color Correction screen was
much easier to use. It is no problem, for example, to add cyan to the cyans, to add
magenta to the reds, to remove yellow from the blues, to add cyan to the reds (to
desaturate a color). The problem was that the software only allowed six such selections,
after which it disables any further choices. Note in figure 5-19 how the "Add new
component"
function in the pull down menu has been
grayed out. This indicates that the maximum limit of
six color correction requests has been reached, and
that further such requests will not be granted. The
reader will recall that the high end affords the user 24
such selections. It is unlikely that a user would ever
need to use all 24 selections for color correction, but it
is not unlikely that he would like to use more than
six.
Certainly, in this experiment, where the objective was
to match the color corrections made to the color
sUsS Selectiue Color Correction
Correction: RF15
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Figure 5-19. Selective Color
Correction screen (2).
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patches of the Q60 on the high end scanner, more than six individual color correction
settings were required on the desktop system. The controls to do this simply did not exist.
In no other area was the Color Access system more deficient than in the area of color
correction. Fortunately, this appears to be strictly a software problem (and therefore
relatively easy to fix), which has nothing to do with the inherent physical capabilities of the
scanner.
Matching the high end's unsharp masking presented the most difficult problem.
Unlike gray balance, there exists no published guideline for unsharp masking, and unlike
tone reproduction and color correction, there exists nothing in the high end separation
films that a densitometer could reveal which could similarly serve as a target. Matching
USM on the two systems relies strictly on a visual
assessment. On the high end, there are several
controls that contribute to USM, and, as previously
noted, settings for them were based on enlargement
factor and derived from a table. In this case, with a
magnification factor of320%, the table called for
aperture
"104,"
and specified that all the other USM
controls be set to 4 (on a 1-5 scale). These
recommendations were followed. Setting the high
end USM controls to 4 (on a 1-5 scale) seemed like
a reasonably high level ofunsharp
masking.
Hf^asggp UnSharp Masking
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Figure 5-20. Unsharp Masking
screen.
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Consequently, a reasonably high level ofunsharp masking was also chosen for the low
end. Access to the unsharp masking screen on the low end is obtained through the
"Control"
pull down menu. See figure 5-20.
The last area to be addressed is Output Options. Output Options are spread out
over two screens. See figures 5-21 and 5-22. The reader will recall that this is the last
second level function that ties into the Job Setup screen. (Recall figure 5-12). A great
many things are controlled through the Output Options screens. First, all the
"Tune"
screens feed into the Output Options screen. The lower left corner of figure 5-21 is
dedicated to imagesetter (tuning), paper (tuning), press (tuning) and ink (tuning). By
specifying
"Custom"
and clicking on the
"Setting..."
button on this screen, the user can get
to the second Output Options screen. See figure 5-22. Here, the operator can control such
items as screen ruling, screen angle and dot shape, all ofwhich, in this case, were set to
match the settings on the
high end. This part of the
system works in
conjunction with a PPD
file, or PostScript Page
Description file, a
postscript file which
explains the capabilities of
Output Options..
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case the AGFA Selectset
5000, to the software. The
PPD file must reside in the
same directory as the Color
Access application.
The strategy for
scanning on the low end was
simple: adjust all available
parameters until the low end
output of the Q60 image Figure 5-22. Output Options screen. (2nd of 2).
approximated the high end output of the Q60; perform as many iterations as required to
make this happen. Then, scan the remaining seven transparencies with the same settings
that were used to scan the Q60. The separation files were output in DCS-EPSF format.
This format provides five files: the four separation files of cyan, magenta, yellow and
black; and a master file, which, among other things, binds all five files together.
Performing the actual separation was the very last step in the process. Pixelcraft refers to
their method as
"scripting."
The original scan file that was derived from QuickScan is
never altered. The part of the program that executes the separations combines all of the
parameter settings that are contained within the job setup to the scan file to create the new
DCS-EPSF files. It is not a problem to go back to the original scan file, to alter settings
and create a new set ofDCS-EPSF files, for example. The step which creates the
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separations can be executed either from the Job Setup screen by clicking on the
"Separate"
button (recall figure 5-1 1), or from the "Export
Separations..."
option located under the
"File"
pull-down menu. In this case, exporting (separating) the 14 low end images that
were to be included in the two pages of the test form yielded 70 new files (14 DCS-EPSF
master files plus 56 (4 x 14) DCS-EPSF cyan, magenta, yellow and black files). On
average, the master files were approximately 2 MB and each of the four
"ink"
files was
about 500K (.5 MB). So, each separation consumed about 4 MB ofnew disk space.
Considering the 1.5 MB used by the original scan file, the processing of each image used
up a total of approximately 5.5 MB of disk space. This accumulated to a grand total of 77
MB for the 14 scans, not an inconsequential amount. The DCS-EPSF files get imported
into the page makeup program, which in this case was Quark. Actually, Quark really only
requires the DCS-EPSF master file. The other four
"ink"
files do not even need to exist for
the image to be manipulated in Quark. In Quark, a user can crop, rotate or perform any
other
"paste-up"
function on the image with only the master file in existence. The Quark
file could not be output, however, for, at output, Quark attempts to retrieve the other four
files. If they are not in the same directory as the master file at that time, then an error is
generated and the Quark file is not recorded.
After the final settings were made in Color Access, but before the final DCS-EPSF
files of the test images were created, the output device, the AGFA Selectset 5000, was
checked for calibration. Color Access includes an imagesetter calibration module which is
part of the
"Tune"
series of screens, and the design of this experiment included a provision
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to take advantage of this feature. Calibration of the Selectset 5000 was a two step
process, however. The Selectset 5000 possesses its own calibration routine, and this
routine was executed before the Color Access calibration routine was executed. There was
no point in running the Color Access routine if the imagesetter could not even pass its
own calibration routine. In fact, the need to execute the Selectset's calibration routine
became apparent at about the time when final films were to be output. At this time, the
author observed that film coming out of the Selectset (and processor) seemed to be at an
extremely low maximum density (Dmax). An observer could see through parts of the film
that were supposed to be opaque (at an extremely high density level). Reading these areas
with a calibrated X-Rite 309 densitometer revealed that they were at a density of around
1.7, far below the recommended level of 4.0. This meant that there was either a problem
with the laser light level of the recorder or with the film processor. To test the film
processor, a piece ofunprocessed film that had been exposed to daylight was
developed.
When this film was measured with the densitometer, it was found to have a Dmax of around
3.5, which was sufficient. Therefore, it was concluded that the problem had to lie
with the
laser light level of the imagesetter. The imagesetter calibration routine was executed.
Imagesetter calibration is most easily controlled from the front panel
of the
imagesetter. There are six control buttons and a liquid crystal display that allow the user to
access the recorder's hierarchical command menu. In running the calibration routine,
the
operator specifies a laser light level, a number between 0 and 1000, and an
increment
value, which in this case was 5. Then, the operator calls
for calibration output. When the
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film is processed, it contains 20 steps of tints generated from laser light levels ranging
from 10 times the increment value below the requested laser light level to nine times the
increment value above the requested laser light level. In other words, the step associated
with the requested laser light level is the middle step, and it is surrounded by steps that are
generated from laser light levels that are above and below the requested level by multiples
of the increment value. For each of the 20 steps, there are four boxes. One is a solid, one
is a 4% tint, one is a 50% tint and one is a 96% tint. The objective is to find the one step
which gives a Dmax of around 4.0 in the solid box, and whose tint boxes are accurate. A
couple of iterations of this basic process, honing in on the correct laser light level, and
reducing the increment value to as little as 1, may be required. The step (laser light level)
which did the best job was selected, and the laser light level of the recorder was adjusted
to reflect this selection. The Selectset can also generate its own gray scale, a series of tints
that run from 0% to 100% in 10% increments. This was subsequently output, measured
with the densitometer, and found to be extremely accurate, supporting the notion that the
laser light level of the imagesetter had been correctly adjusted. The films that ensued
possessed aD^ ofjust under 4.0.











file is a simple eleven step gray scale. See figure 5-23. By positioning Color
Access'
on-line densitometer on a step, the operator can read the cyan, magenta, yellow and black
dot sizes for that step. Step 1 is clear, or made up of 0% dots. Steps 2 through 1 1 are in
roughly 10% increments. All the inks in step 2, for example, read around 10%; all the inks
in step 8 read around 70%. In each step, the cyan, magenta and yellow dot sizes all read
the exact same size, but the black rarely matches them. For example, in step 8, the cyan,
magenta and yellow dot sizes read 71.0%, while the black dot size read 71.4%. This is not
really important. The important issue here is that these dot sizes are what Color Access
intends to output. This file is in many ways like any
other file that is handled by Color Access. It is
different, however, in that the operator does not
adjust the control screens for this file. No
adjustments were made to this file for tone
reproduction, color correction or unsharp masking,
for example. The operator does establish Output
Options, however, and these were tailored to be
exactly like the Output Options that were to be used
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for the test images that were to be subsequently Figure 5-24. Imagesetter
Tuning Screen. Nominal dot
output. The calibration bar file was then separated size values are in left margin.
After measuring the film output
(exported) as a DCS-EPSF file, imported into of the Calibration Bar,
the
actual dot size values are
Quark, and output to film. The dots in the output recorded on the table.
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films were then measured with the calibrated X-Rite 309 densitometer. The actual values
read from the densitometer differed slightly from the intended dot sizes. The actual dot
sizes were subsequently loaded into the imagesetter tuning screen. See figure 5-24. It is
worth noting that the Selectset 5000 was found to be extremely accurate. Only minor
deviations existed between the dot sizes which were observed in the on-line densitometer
and the actual values on film.
Desktop Page Composition
The page composition strategy was straightforward. It was to build the pages on
the desktop in Quark, and to electronically strip all page elements except the high end
separation negatives into those pages. The high end separation negatives would later be





were created in Quark. One page was to hold six of the eight
pairs ofhigh end/low end images, for a grand total of twelve images. The other page was
to hold the remaining two pairs, plus the two sets of low end images that compared quality
as sampling ratio was changed. Each one of these sets
was comprised of three images. All
told, there were ten more images on this second page. This made for a grand
total of 22
images on the two pages, 14 ofwhich were generated on the desktop scanner. See figure
5-25.
Graphics boxes, into which the DCS-EPSF files would be imported, were created





wide. Its frame was designed to not print. To ensure that all boxes were the same size,
copies were made of the first box, instead of creating each box anew. The "Get
Picture..."
function ofQuark was used to import the DCS-EPSF files into their respective boxes.
Boxes were created for the high end images, too, but, of course, nothing was imported
into them. The objective here was to produce a clear window on each of the four desktop
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Figure 5-25. Test form design. White patches indicate graphic boxes into which
low end images were imported. Black patches indicates graphic boxes into which
high end images were later manually stripped. Alternating black/white patches
indicate locations of high end/low end pairs. Two sets of three consecutive white
(low end) patches on right hand side of
second page indicate location of images
used for sampling ratio test. Examples
of other page elements are noted. (A) Cyan,
Magenta, Yellow, Black color bars; (B)Windows forMicroline target,
also
manually stripped in at later time; (C) 3 color gray bar; (D) Red,
Green and Blue
overprint patches; (E) Text box.
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windows during the manual stripping process. Quark has a special color called
"Registration"
that causes any page object
"filled"
with that color to print on each
separation negative. It is commonly used as the color for user generated (as opposed to
program generated) registration marks. In this case, it was used as the
"fill"
color, at a
100% tint, for each of the boxes that were dedicated to the high end images. When the
page negatives were developed, every location into which a high end image was to be
stripped, was clear. This made the manual stripping part of the job considerably easier.
Care was taken in Quark to ensure that boxes created for image pairs (high end/low end)
were juxtaposed, vertically, on the page, and vertically aligned in order to guarantee that,
during printing, they would be inked by the same ink keys.
Finally, other elements were added to the pages. These included a set of color bars
which were located at the top of each page, a three color gray bar which was placed in the
middle of each page, a few red, green and blue overprint patches, and a text area on one of
the pages where a brief description of the experiment was written. In addition, four,
narrow areas, one for each plate, were created on each page for RIT
Microline targets.
Microlines are precise films that serve, among other things, as plate control devices. Like
the high end images, they would be stripped into the page negative
prior to plate burning.
Windows were created in the Quark pages for these elements, much as windows had been
created for the high end images. Instead ofusing the color
"Registration"
for these
elements, however, they were
"filled,"
as 100% tints, with the color of an ink: one was
cyan, another was magenta, a third was yellow,
and the last was black. They showed up as
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clear windows in their respective page negatives, and the Mcroline target was later
manually stripped into these windows.
With the two pages constructed in Quark, and with the low end DCS-EPSF files
imported into their respective graphics boxes, the pages were ready for output to the
Selectset 5000. The Quark files were built onMacintoshes located in the Integrated
Electronic Prepress Laboratory (IEPL), which is located within the School ofPrinting at
RIT. The Selectset 5000 is located in that same laboratory, shares the same ethernet
network, and can be accessed by any Mac in that lab. The user merely directs the
Macintosh's
"Chooser,"
which is a component of the Mac's system software which enables
theMac to access other devices on the network, to make the Selectset 5000 the "current
output
device."
In addition, the user must make some changes to Quark's "Page
Setup,"
basically making the Page Setup compatible with the device chosen by the Chooser. A few
other minor chores, such as indicating whether Quark generated registration marks are to
be included in the output films, are addressed in Page Setup, too. The Selectset in the
IEPL is normally set up for wrong reading, emulsion up, 2400 dots per inch, negative film





pull down menu in Quark was accessed. An
error occurred on the first attempt to output a full size broadsheet page. This had
something to do with the Selectset being unable to handle output of this size. After several
failed attempts to correct this, each page was redesigned as two half pages, and each of
the four halfpages were output. Seconds after executing the Quark print command, a
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message was displayed across the screen indicating that the first of the four
"plates"
were
on their way to the AGFA Star Raster Image Processor (RIP), the device which creates
bitmap data for the recorder. The RIP has two lights on its front panel: a red one and a
yellow one. A steadily blinking yellow light indicates that the RIP is rasterizing a page.
Ripping and recording a complete (half) page (four plates), with images, took
approximately 10 to 15 minutes, assuming there was no user contention for the Selectset
5000. Once all four
"plates"
had been recorded and were in the take-up cassette of the
recorder, the imagesetter was halted, the film was cut and the take-up cassette was
removed from the recorder. The cassette was then loaded into the infeed of the AGFA
Rapiline 26 film processor, which is also located in the IEPL, and the film was processed.
Fully developed (half) page separation negatives, complete with low end images in their
proper locations, and with clear windows for the high end images, was the end result.
Stripping
Next, the high end separation films were manually stripped into the desktop
generated page negatives. This was done on a light table in the Newspaper Lab at the
School ofPrinting at RIT. The imagesetter problem, which required that the two full size
pages be broken into four halfpages, created a minor problem in stripping. Specifically,
the top halfof a page needed to be aligned with its accompanying bottom, and it forced
the decision to strip for four burns per plate instead of for two, which had been the
original plan. First, all mylars and rubiliths that were to be used in film assembly were
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punched in the pin register system of the Newspaper Lab to help ensure that all stripping
was done in register. Because the pages had come out of the imagesetter as halfpages, it
was decided to strip the two test pages "two quadrants at a
time."
See figure 5-26. The
cyan (half) page negatives served as the first-down, reference images. Everything that
followed would be registered to them. A punched sheet ofmylar was lowered on to a set
of two pins which had been taped to
the light table. The positions of the
pins corresponded to the holes that
the punch had made in the mylar
sheets. Then the cyan halfpage
negatives were carefully taped to the
mylar sheet, as described in figure
5-26. Quadrants 1 and 3 went on this
first mylar sheet. A second mylar
sheet was then lowered onto the pins,
on top of the first sheet. The clear Figure
5-26. Quadrant system used to
perform manual stripping of the two test
window frames that had been created pages. Quadrants 1 and 3 were assembled on
a single sheet of mylar. Quadrants 2 and 4
for the high end cyan separation films were assembled on another. The high end
images were also stripped on their own mylar
were clearly visible through this
sheets. Those that corresponded to quadrants
1 and 3 were on a third mylar sheet; those
second (top) mylar sheet. The high that
corresponded to quadrants 2 and 4 were
on a fourth mylar sheet. This created the
end cyan separation negatives were need to perform four burns
per plate.
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stripped into these windows on the top mylar sheet. When all of the high end cyan
separation films that corresponded to quadrants 1 and 3 were taped to this mylar sheet, it
was removed. The first mylar sheet, on which were assembled the cyan (half) page
negatives that corresponded to quadrants 1 and 3, was left on the pins. Another clear sheet
ofmylar was lowered on top of the pins and on top of this first sheet. The cyan halfpage
negatives which corresponded to quadrants 2 and 4 were taped to this sheet, with care
exercised to line up these halfpages with the halfpage cyan negatives for quadrants 1 and
3, which were visible on the mylar sheet below. Then, a fourth clear mylar sheet was
lowered on to the pins, and the high end images that corresponded to quadrants 2 and 4
were taped to this fourth sheet. Again, the clear windows that had been created in the
desktop generated (half) page negatives helped in stripping the high end separation films
into quadrants 2 and 4. This process was repeated for the magenta, yellow and black
separation negatives. The mylar sheets carrying the cyan halfpage negatives were left on
the pins throughout this process so that all other (half) page negatives could be registered
to them. In the end, there were four mylar sheets per plate, 16 mylar sheets in all. Once all
the images were assembled onto sheets ofmylar, rubiliths were cut. Each plate was to be
burned four times. A rubilith was cut for each of the 16 mylar sheets.
Plate Burning
The plates were burned on the nuArc FT40V6UPNS Ultra-Plus Flip-Top
Platemaker in the Newspaper Lab. Each burn was done at 40 integrated units, and care
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was taken to make sure that the vacuum seal was fully drawn at 19.5 units ofpressure
before flipping the top of the nuArc, in which the plate, films and rubiliths were held, to
expose the plate to the light source. Also, the glass top of the flip top unit was thoroughly
cleaned with glass cleaner prior to use. The following sequence of steps was performed
for each of the four 3M Viking GM plates used in this test. First, the plate was punched on
the same pin register punch on which the mylars and rubiliths had been punched. There
were pins in the bed of the nuArc that corresponded to the pins on the light table and the
holes made by the punch. The punched plate was lowered down on to these pins. Then the
mylar sheet on which the halfpage negatives for quadrants 1 and 3 were assembled was
lowered on to the pins, and on top of the plate. A microline target was slipped between
the (half) page negatives and the plate and aligned with the window that had been created
for it in the page negative. Finally, the rubilith which protected the clear windows that had
been made for the high end images ofquadrants 1 and 3, and all areas ofquadrants 2 and
4, was placed on top of the (half) page negative. At this point, there were three layers on
the bed of the plateburner: the plate, the page negative and the rubilith. All three layers
rested on the same pins. The vacuum was then turned on, and when it had fully sealed, the
top of the nuArc was flipped, and the plate was exposed to the light source for the first
time. With that burn completed, the top was flipped upright, the vacuum was shut off, and
the door was opened. The rubilith and the first set ofhalfpage negatives were removed,
but the plate was left on the pins. The mylar that contained the high end images of
quadrants 1 and 3 was then placed on top of the plate, and the rubilith that protected all
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areas except the areas corresponding to these images was placed on top of the sheet of
mylar. Again, everything rested on the pins. The vacuum was turned on, and after it had
sealed, the top of the nuArc was flipped, and the plate was burned. With this second burn
completed, all the items in the bed of the nuArc, except the plate, were removed. Then,
the mylar sheet that carried the halfpage negatives for quadrants 2 and 4, and the rubilith
which protected the locations of the high end images of quadrants 2 and 4, and all of
quadrants 1 and 3, was placed on top of the mylar sheet. A third burn was made on the
plate. This mylar sheet and rubilith were removed from the nuArc, and the fourth and final
mylar sheet and rubilith was placed in the bed. This sheet carried the high end images of
quadrants 2 and 4. The accompanying rubilith protected all other areas. The plate was
burned for the fourth time. This completed the burn sequence for one plate. The plate was
placed in a light tight box, and taken to the Technical & Education (T&E) Center for
processing on the 3M 1 133 Viking Plate Processor. This procedure was carried out on the
remaining three plates. When all four plates had
been burned and processed, the plates
were bent in the plate bender designed for the Newspaper Lab's Goss Community press,
and mounted on their respective plate cylinders. When all four plates were mounted on the
press, the press crew was ready to start the press
run.
The Press Run
A four man press crew ran the test. The crew included the
Newspaper Lab
manager, who acted as the press foreman, two student
assistants and the author. For the
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majority of the run, the roles were divided in the following ways. The Newspaper Lab
manager ran the press from the press console, and directed the crew. The two student
assistants manned the press, each managing two printing units. Their primary responsibility
was to adjust ink keys to deliver the correct amount of ink to the plate cylinders. They
were also required to engage in some fountain solution control, under the direction of the
Newspaper Lab Manager. The author, stationed at the viewing booth in the lab, read solid
ink densities from the color bars printed at the top of the form with an X-Rite 428
reflection densitometer, and provided information to the two men operating the printing
units regarding how they should adjust the ink keys. The densitometer was calibrated prior
to use.
The raw materials that were used in the press area are outlined in table 5-5, but it
is worth making an additional reference to the newsprint. Two brands of newsprint were
Blankets 3M Vulcan 4 Ply
Fountain Solution Rosos-KSP#10M-4
Inks Cyan Sun Chemical
Magenta Sun Chemical
Yellow The Ink Company, Ad-Litho 73 Pro Yellow
Black The Ink Company, Goodnews Patriot Offset Black
Ink Sequence Cyan, Magenta, Yellow, Black
Newsprint 1 Bowater
2 Kruger
Plates 3M Viking GM
Exposure Frame nuArc FT40V6UPNS Ultra-Plus Flip-Top Platemaker
Plate Processor 3M 1133 Viking Plate Processor
Table 5-5. Summary ofmaterials and equipment used in plate and
press area.
C M Y K
Wet 0.95 0.95 0.90 1.10
Dry 0.90 0.90 0.85 1.05
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used. Approximately a quarter roll ofBowater
newsprint was already in the reel stand prior to
the test, and the Newspaper Lab Manager
Table 5-6. SNAP target solid ink
wanted to use the remainder of that roll prior to density values. Tolerance is .05.
loading a second roll. Consequently, the Bowater newsprint was used to bring the press
up to a good operating condition. Primarily, this meant bringing the images into register,
and getting the inks into the vicinities of their target solid ink densities. The target solid
ink densities were derived from the SNAP guideline13, and can be found in table 5-6. The
press was started slowly, and the lab manager worked to bring the images into register
using the QuadTech press register console, which is located next to the Community's main
console. One of the units was experiencing a scumming problem during the early part of
the run, and the problem persisted until the first roll ofnewsprint had almost expired.
After a short time, the lab manager succeeded in getting the images into register. Now, the
press crew concentrated on setting the solid ink densities. The press was brought up to
what became the top operating speed during the run: approximately 6000 copies per hour.
From this point until the point when the first roll expired, the time was filled with shouts
from the densitometer operator on how to adjust the ink keys, and with the unit operators
scrambling to make those adjustments. By the time the first
roll had expired, the crew felt
that it was closing in on the target solid ink densities, but that
some work remained. It was
also observed that a roller bounce problem was occurring on one of the
units. This was
evident from the horizontal streak that was appearing in the desktop generated image of
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the three women in sweaters which was located at the bottom, lead edge, of the form.
Closer examination revealed that the streak was appearing at other points further up the
page, as well, including within the high end version of that same image, indicating that the
roller was indeed bouncing. The streaks became lighter and less obvious as the eye moved
up the form, however. By about the halfway point of the page, they were hardly
noticeable. The lab manager concluded that there was nothing that could be done about
this condition at that point in time.
As the second roll ofnewsprint, which was Kruger newsprint, was being loaded
into the reelstand, one of the student
assistants came up with a good idea.
It was to cut a color bar off the top
of one of the press sheets that had
already been printed, take it over to
one of the units, hold it above the ink
keys and note on the color bar the
locations of each ink key. This color
bar could then be taped down in the Figure 5-27. Top down view of pressroom
viewing booth's work surface
(A). Shows
viewing booth to serve as a map to fresh press
sheet (B), and color bar/ink key
map (C) which is taped to the viewing booth
the ink keys. To aid subsequent table. The color bar/ink key map indicates the
locations of ink keys on printing units. (Items
measurements, the densitometer not drawn to scale,
and numbers on map not
meant to be an accurate representation of ink
operator could lay a freshly printed key locations on printing units).
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sheet down on the viewing table directly below the color bar/ink key map. See figure 5-27.
As the densitometer operator took measurements, he could indicate to the unit operators
exactly which keys needed to be increased or decreased. This tool worked very well over
the remainder of the press run.
The press was soon running again. Getting the images registered and getting the
solid ink densities into the vicinities of their targets occurred rather quickly due to the
work that had been accomplished on the first roll of newsprint. The press crew observed,
however, that a ghosting, or ink starvation, problem was occurring. All of the images were
in line vertically to one another. This was an intentional design characteristic of the form,
of course, created to ensure that the press inked one member of a pair of images the same
way that it inked the other member. The problem was that there was so
much ink being
transferred from the ink form rollers to the areas that corresponded to the columns of
images that a real disparity existed in the color bars between these and adjacent areas. The
solution was to open up the ink keys that corresponded to the
columns of images. This
improved the situation, but there always remained a line of
demarcation in the color bars
between the areas under which images were located and adjacent areas. (Perhaps,
oscillating ink rollers might have
helped). The solid ink density was always lower in the
areas that corresponded to the columns of images. The strategy always
remained the same,
however: attempt to adjust the ink keys to hit the target solid ink densities along
the full
measure of the color bar.
Another issue that cropped up during the press run concerns the variability
of the
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solid ink densities. For example, the densitometer operator might note an area whose solid
ink density was significantly below the target. He would instruct the unit operator to open
up the key or keys that corresponded to that area. His next reading of that area might
indicate that the target solid ink density had been widely overshot through this adjustment.
He might then instruct the unit operator to taper the ink flow pertaining to those same ink
keys. A subsequent reading might indicate that the solid ink density for the area in
question was right on target. A reading made several hundred copies later, however, might
indicate that the solid ink density for that area had again slipped well below the target. In
short, there seemed to be a significant amount ofvariation in the solid ink density over the
course of the run, and this led to a certain amount of
"chasing"
on the part of the press
crew. Prior knowledge of this natural variation might have contributed to a better press
run.
Finally, after several thousand copies had been printed, the press foreman felt that
the solid ink densities of the copies coming off the press were within an acceptable range
of their targets. He suggested that the author capture several sheets that would serve as
"good
copies."
The author agreed to this. Several hundred copies were captured as they
came out of the folder. One would serve as the sheet which carried the images that the
judges would evaluate.
Judging
Later, several of the good copies were examined in an attempt to find an optimum
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sheet for the judges to evaluate. The effort focused on finding a sheet whose solid ink
densities were close to the target solid ink densities. Readings were taken with a calibrated
X-Rite 428 reflection
densitometer. The
color bars at the top
of each page were




words, 20 color bar
readings were made
over the two pages
for each of the four
bars. The average
solid ink density for
each of the four inks
in the color bar was
computed from the
20 readings. See
table 5-7. Since all of
Table 5-7A. 20 Data Points
Data
Point CMYK
1 1.09 0.91 0.92 1.06
2 0.92 0.85 0.86 0.94
3 0.93 0.95 0.89 1.09
4 1.00 0.92 0.82 1.09
5 0.96 0.93 0.78 1.12
6 1.10 1.11 0.89 1.12
7 0.98 0.93 0.83 1.02
8 0.98 0.91 0.76 0.96
9 0.98 0.88 0.81 0.93
10 0.96 0.82 0.85 0.99
11 1.06 0.92 0.87 1.11
12 0.98 0.89 0.80 1.13
13 0.95 0.95 0.82 1.12
14 0.87 0.97 0.83 1.10
15 0.92 1.00 0.84 1.09
16 1.03 1.10 0.86 1.11
17 0.98 0.99 0.78 1.01
18 1.05 0.96 0.76 1.04
19 1.08 0.98 0.78 1.09
20 1.01 0.92 0.80 1.11
Mean 0.99 0.94 0.83 1.06
s 0.06 0.07 0.05 0.06
Table 5-7B. 16 Data Points
Data
Point CMYK
2 0.92 0.85 0.86 0.94
3 0.93 0.95 0.89 1.09
4 1.00 0.92 0.82 1.09
5 0.96 0.93 0.78 1.12
7 0.98 0.93 0.83 1.02
8 0.98 0.91 0.76 0.96
9 0.98 0.88 0.81 0.93
10 0.96 0.82 0.85 0.99
12 0.98 0.89 0.80 1.13
13 0.95 0.95 0.82 1.12
14 0.87 0.97 0.83 1.10
15 0.92 1.00 0.84 1.09
17 0.98 0.99 0.78 1.01
18 1.05 0.96 0.76 1.04
19 1.08 0.98 0.78 1.09
20 1.01 0.92 0.80 1.11
Mean 0.97 0.93 0.81 1.05
s 0.05 0.05 0.04 0.07
Table 5-7. Solid ink densities of the press sheet selected for
evaluation. Table on right excludes those points on the color
bars that were not directly above a column of pictures.
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these sheets had come off the press sequentially, there was no substantive difference in
solid ink densities from sheet to sheet. One sheet was selected.
Each image was then carefully cut out of this sheet and mounted on a piece of




window was cut out ofneutral gray mat board
using a special mat cutting tool for each image. A "reverse
bevel"
cut was made to hide
the beige interior of the mat board. As a result, the viewer's eye would move from the
image into a narrow shadow area, instead of into beige, before hitting the neutral gray of
the mat itself. The mat was lowered on to, and adhered to, the foam board such that the
image showed through the cut out window. This process was repeated for all 22 images
that had been printed on the form.
Judges compared seven of the eight pairs of reproductions. Only the reproductions
of the Q60 image were omitted from the comparison. All judging took place in a single,
standard graphic arts viewing booth, manufactured by Graphics Technology, Incorporated
(GTI), located in the proofing area of the Color Imaging Lab in the School ofPrinting at
RIT. The booth was set up with D5000 lighting. Judges were selected from the printing
and graphic design undergraduate and graduate student bodies at RIT. They were required
to have taken at least one printing course. Of the 31 judges, 29 were students of the
School ofPrinting. The remaining two were Graphics Design students who had taken at
least one printing course.
The images that the judges were shown were randomized in two ways. First, the
order in which each judge would evaluate the images was randomized. Each image was
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given a label: A, B, C,
D, E, F, G. (Recall




seven small pieces of
paper. The pieces of
paper were placed in a
cap, and selected one
by one. The order in
which the pieces were
selected was recorded
on a form. This process
was repeated 30 more
times, one time for
each remaining judge.
This randomized the
order in which each
judge would see the
images. Second, for
Judge Display sequence of images | High end on left or right
1 2 3 4 5 6 1 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
l E G C B D A F 1 R L L L R R L
2 D B G C F A E I L L R L R L R
3 F B A E D C G | R R R L L L L
4 A B C G F D E I R L R L R L L
5 B A C F D G E I L R L R L R L
6 F C A D E G B R R R R R R R
7 A c B E G F D L L L L R L R
8 E G A B D C F L L R R R R R
9 G B C E A F D L L R R L R R
10 B D E G A F C L R L L L R R
11 E F G D A B C R R R L R L R
12 B F G D C E A R L L R L L L
13 B C G D F A E R L L R L L L
14 G C E A F B D R R R L R L R
15 C B F A D G E R R R R L R L
16 B C F D G A E R L R R R R L
17 B G F D C A E R L L L L L L
18 A G B C E D F R L R R R R R
19 F C B G D A E R R L R L L L
20 G B C E D A F R L L R L R L
21 C G B F E A D R L R L R L R
22 E C D B A F G R R L R R R R
23 E A F C B D G L L L R L R R
24 F E B D G C A R L L L L L L
25 B C A F G D E R R R L R R R
26 D G F E A C B R R R L R R R
27 B F E D A C G R L R L R
R L
28 F A G D B c E 1 R L R L R R R
29 E D B G F A C 1 L L R L R L L
30 A G D E B F C 1 L L R L L L L
31 F E B A G D c 1 R R L L L L L
Table 5-8. Sheet used to randomize images forjudging.
Each judge viewed image pairs in a random sequence, and




In this part ofthe evaluation, you will be shown seven pairs of images. For each pair, indicate your
preference for either the image on the left or the image on the right by circling the appropriate
response. Use whatever criteria that you would apply to select the image of "superior graphic
reproduction
quality."
Simply remember that all evaluations are done in the context ofnewspaper
printing.You must choose one. There can be no ties.
1. Left Right 5. Left Right
2. Left Right 6. Left Right




coin was flipped. If
the coin came up
heads, the high end
image would be
positioned on the
right; if it came up
tails, then the high
end image would be
positioned on the left.
This randomized the
left-right orientation
of the images during
the judgements. A
table, similar to the
one displayed in table
5-8, was constructed
Figure 5-28. Evaluation sheet used by judges.
to direct the author
on how each image pair was to be displayed. The author personally displayed all images to
Part 2:









In this part, you will be asked to evaluate two sets of images, each set containing three images.
Startingwith the left image (image 1 ) and working right through the middle image (image 2) and
the right image (image 3), and using image 1 as a reference for "acceptable
quality,"
indicate the








Please comment on any aspect ofthis evaluation. Thank you for your help.
Name: Major:_ Year: 12 3 4 6
all judges.
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Each judge was provided an evaluation sheet. See figure 5-28. The sheet was
divided into four sections. The paired comparison voting was recorded in section one. For
each of the seven judgements made by a judge, two images, one from the high end and
one from the low end, were displayed. The order in which the images were shown to the
judge, and the left-right orientation of each pair, were determined by the table described in
the previous paragraph. The judge was asked to evaluate the overall quality of each image
in each pair and to then to indicate his preference for either the image on the left or the
image on the right by circling the appropriate response on the answer sheet. The judge
evaluated all seven images in this way. If the judge asked a question about the images or
the evaluation, he was informed that questions were not allowed during this portion of the
evaluation, and that questions would be addressed after all judgements had been made.
In section two, each judge was asked to give the reasons for his or her selections in
section one. Some judges asked whether they could change their earlier judgements, and
were informed that this was not allowed.
In the third section, the judges were asked to evaluate the three images that
compared the effect of different sampling rates. Three different reproductions of the
same
image were spread out horizontally before the judge. The image on the left had been
scanned at a sampling ratio of2.0; the one in the middle had been
scanned at a sampling
ratio of 1.5; the one on the right had been scanned at a sampling
ratio of 1.0. The judges
were told that they were to assume that the one on the left
represented an image whose
quality was satisfactory. Then, they were instructed to
review the other two images, and
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to indicate the point at which quality dropped below an acceptable level. Did it occur at
the middle image? Did it occur at the image on the right? Did it not occur at all (were all
three images reproduced at an acceptable level of quality)? They circled their responses in
this section of the questionnaire.
Section four started out as an open ended section designed to capture closing or
catch-all comments from the judges. By the fifth judge, however, it was being used to ask
a question about the perceived magnitude ofdifference between the images the judge had
preferred and the ones he/she had not preferred. By the nineteenth judge, it was also being
used to gain some insight into the level of acceptability, in the context ofnewspaper
reproduction, of all the images that they had reviewed, whether preferred and not
preferred. This constituted informal information of interest to the author. It was never
used in this thesis.
Only the responses in section one were analyzed statistically. This data was
analyzed using a paired comparison test. The
reference used for the statistics of this test is
Table 1 of theManual on Sensory TestingMethods, published by the American Society
for Testing andMaterials in 1968. The design of the
questionnaire did not allow for the
data of the other three sections to be similarly analyzed. The other three sections were
analyzed informally, and were included simply to supplement the
objective data of section
one, or to provide some insight into a
question not related to the paired comparison test.
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Summary
The methodology employed in this experiment was described in this chapter. This
included scanning original transparencies into the two different scanner systems under
review in this study. The low end separations were imported into two Quark test pages.
The high end separations were later manually stripped into these pages. The stripped test
page negatives were burned on a common set ofprinting plates. The plates were mounted
on a Goss Community newspaper press, and the test pages were printed. A good press
sheet was selected. All relevant images were cut out of the good press sheet, and mounted
in a neutral gray frame. 31 judges evaluated the pairs of images under standard graphic
arts lighting conditions. Each indicated their preference for one of the two images in a
pair, seven pairs in all. Each pair was comprised of one high end generated image
and one
low end generated image. A paired comparison statistical test was used to analyze this
data. The judges were subsequently asked to comment on their preferences. Also, the
judges were asked to indicate where quality became unacceptable among two sets of three
images whose sampling rates were allowed to vary. Finally, some of
the judges were asked
to comment on the magnitude of the difference between preferred and not preferred
images, and on the level of acceptability of all the images that they
had viewed in the
context ofnewspaper printing.
Notes
'Eastman Kodak Company. Kodak Ektachrome Professional Films (Process E-6) (product
brochure), (Rochester, NY) January, 1991.
2EastmanKodak Company, Kodak Ektachrome Lumiere 100 Professional Film (Technical
Data report), (Rochester, NY) May, 1993.
3SandyWhitenack, employee ofEastman Kodak, interview by author, Rochester, NY, Fall
1993.
4Dr. Rafiqul K. Molla, Electronic Color Separation (Parsons, West Virginia: McClain
Printing/Publishing Company, 1988), 142.
5Tom Croteau, employee ofNational Newspaper Association (NAA), interview by author,
Fall, 1993.
6Ibid.
7Printing Industries ofAmerica (PIA), Non-Heatset Web Unit, Specifications For
Non-Heat Advertising Printing (SNAP). (Arlington, VA), 4.
8Miles Southworth, "Color for
Newsprint,"
Quality Control Scanner 6, n. 4, 3.
T-IA SNAP. 8.
10Molla, 140.
"Eastman Kodak Company, Kodak Color Reproduction Guide: O-60 User's Guide
(Rochester, NY), 17.






With the exception of one image pair, the judges indicated an overwhelming
preference for the images generated through the high end scanner. Of the seven pairs of
images evaluated by the judges, the high end image was preferred, in a statistically
significant way, six times. Only in the case of image A did the judges fail to indicate a
preference for the high end output. In fact, more judges voted for the low end rendition of
image A than voted for the high end rendition.
With regards to the secondary issue ofhow the sampling ratio on the desktop
system affects the acceptability of output, on average, the judges indicated that while
quality is still acceptable when the sampling ratio was 1.5, it was unacceptable when the
sampling ratio was allowed to drop to 1.0.
The Paired Comparison Test
The null hypothesis was: for offset newspaper printing, a reproduction made from
separation films generated by a desktop, CCD based scanning system will be as preferable
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to human judges as one that is made from separation films generated by a high end, PMT
scanner.
The alternative hypothesis, therefore, was: for offset newspaper printing, a
reproduction made from separation films generated by a desktop, CCD based scanning
system will not be as preferable to human judges as one that is made from separation films
generated by a high end, PMT scanner.
A paired comparison statistical test was used to make this determination. This is a
two tailed test: the null hypothesis is rejected and the alternative hypothesis is accepted if a
great number of the judges select one of the images in the pair over the other image. The
null hypothesis is not rejected as long as each image in the pair receives an adequate
number ofvotes. When this happens, there is no clear preference for either image in the
pair. The exact number ofvotes required to show a statistically significant preference for
one of the images in the pair depends on two factors: the total number ofjudges voting (or
judgements), and the alpha level. The alpha level is the amount of risk one is willing to
take that the null hypothesis will be rejected when it is in fact true. Common alpha levels
are .05 and .01.
31 judges were used in this test, most ofwhom were printing students, all ofwhom
had taken at least one printing course and who, therefore, had some familiarity with
printing. This is to say that there were 3 1 judgments made for each pair. An alpha level of
.05 was used for each of the seven comparisons. With these parameters, the critical value
is 22. If the number ofjudges selecting one of the two images in the pairs is greater than
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or equal to 9 and less than or equal to 22, then the null hypothesis cannot be rejected. No
preference has been shown for either of the two images. However, ifmore than 22 judges
choose one of the images (implying that less than 9 choose the other), then the null
hypothesis must be rejected. In this case, preference has been shown for one of the images
in the pair. The alternative hypothesis must be accepted. (Note that, with 3 1 judges, the
cutoffvalue moves to 24 when the alpha level is moved to
.01,
and to 25 when the alpha
value is moved to .001). Table 1 in theManual on Sensory Testing Methods, published by
the American Society for Testing and
Materials,1
was used to determine the critical values.
Table 6-1 breaks down the voting of the 3 1 judges for each of the seven image
pairs. The table indicates that the judges displayed a statistically significant preference for
the high end image in six of the seven paired comparisons. Moreover, the judges
continued to show a statistically significant preference for four of the high end images
even when the alpha level was reduced to .001 (critical value of 25). Image A is the only
image pair where the judges failed to show statistical preference for the high end image. In
fact, more judges voted for the the low end rendition of image A than for the high end
rendition. Not quite enough judges voted for the low end rendition to indicate a statistical
preference for it. Instead, the voting here only indicates the the null hypothesis could not
Image A Image B Image C Image D Image E Image F Image G
High end 10 26 25 30 26 29 23
Low end 21 5 6 1 5 2 8
Table 6-1. Summary of voting among the judges for each of the seven image pairs.
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be rejected in the case of image A. There is no statistically significant preference for the
high end or low end image in this pair.
Section 2 of the questionaire allowed the judges to comment on the logic behind
their judgements. Those comments are included in the appendix.
Other Results
In section 3, the judges were asked to evaluate two sets of three images whose
sampling rates were allowed to vary from 2.0 to 1.5 to 1.0. The two images used in this
test were Image A and Image E. The judges were instructed to assume an acceptable level
ofquality for the leftmost image, whose sampling ratio was 2.0. As a judge reviewed the
middle (sampling ratio
=
1.5) and then right (sampling ratio
=
1.0) images, he or she was
asked to indicate on the questionaire the point where quality dropped below an acceptable
level. Did it occur at the middle image (scored as "1"), at the right image (scored as "2"),
or did not happen at all (scored as "3")? For image A the average response of the judges
was 2.10. For image E, the average response was 2.32. Both of these scores can be
rounded to 2, indicating that quality had become unacceptable when the sampling ratio
was allowed to drop to 1.0. The cutoff point for acceptable quality, therefore, appears to
be between a sampling ratio of 1.5 and 1.0.
Notes
'American Society For Testing And Materials (ASTM), Manual On Sensory Testing





In this chapter, the results indicated in chapter 6 shall be explored. The significance
of the findings, and the reasons why the judges voted as they did shall be probed.
Recommendations for specific areas of further study shall be offered.
The Paired Comparison Test and Related Issues
The results of this experiment support the argument that newspaper readers prefer
separations generated by high end scanners over those generated by desktop CCD
scanners. When asked to compare two such images side by side, under controlled
conditions, judges consistently and overahelmingly selected the image generated through
the high end scanning system. Ofthe seven image pairs that the judges were asked to
evaluate, the high end image was selected six times. In each of these cases, the judges
showed a statistically significant preference for the high end image, with an alpha level of
.05. For the remaining image, the judges voted consistently for the low end image, but in
numbers not high enough to indicate a statistically significant preference. Based on these
results, one must conclude that newspaper readers continue to prefer images generated by
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high end scanner systems over images generated by desktop scanner systems. The data
supports the contention that there remains a quality difference between the two scanning
platforms. In terms of the hypothesis, the null hypotheses, which stated that there is no
quality difference between the two scanning platforms, must be rejected. The alternative
hypothesis, which states that there is a difference in quality between the two platforms,
must be accepted.
With that said, two images are worthy of further comment. These are image A and
image D. Image A is the image dominated by neutral gray colors. It represents the only
case where the judges failed to show preference for the high end image. Image D is the
image of the three women dressed in the brightly colored sweaters. It is the opinion of the
author that both of these image pairs were adversely affected during the course of this
experiment, and that the results relating to both should be discarded.
In the case of image D, the low end image in this pair was unfairly disadvantaged
during the press run due to a roller bounce problem. This problem was clearly more
aggravated at the bottom of the form. Images positioned at the bottom of the form (closer
to the cylinder gap) were more negatively impacted by it than images further up the form.
The high end reproduction of image D, located just above the low end rendition and
further away from the gap, was not harmed to nearly the same degree. This is not to say
that the results of the voting on this pair would have been any different had the roller
bounce problem not occurred, as the desktop reproduction of image D appears to suffer
from problems not related to the press run, notably a tremendous loss ofdetail in the
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sweaters. It is to say, simply, that the press run treated the low end reproduction of image
D differently, and significantly less favorably, than it treated the high end reproduction of
image D. None of the other image pairs in the test were similarly impacted.
Discerning how the high end reproduction of image A was negatively impacted is
not so obvious. The judges comments, which can be found in appendix A give a strong
clue regarding why the judges failed to show a preference for the high end reproduction of
image A, however. Here, many judges make note ofproblems in the high end





would point to a registration problem in the high end reproduction or to differences in the
sharpening that may have been used on the two images, or perhaps to both. Compounding
any problem in either or both of these areas is the fact that there are many delicate
components in the image, some ofwhich contrast sharply with their surroundings: the red
letter
"L"
on the white handkerchief, the black numbers and lines on the yellow tape
measure, the buttons, thread and needles resting on the black trousers, the threaded
materials on the spools. The high end images were all manually stripped. While great care
was exercised to ensure that all eight high end images were stripped in register, image A
appears to be slightly out of register. (Careful inspection, under a magnifying glass, of the
number
"15"
on the yellow tape measure supports this contention). As all of the low end
images were electronically stripped, a similar result was not possible without the whole
form being out of register. Furthermore, there may be more sharpening taking place in the
high end image, exaggerating the registration problem. This lack of clarity in the high end
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reproduction seemed to be enough for the judges to reject it. Apparently, they were
unmoved by the greater amount of highlight and shadow detail that was clearly evident in
the high end reproduction of this image. (Observe the lines in the white shirt (highlight
detail) and the definition in the dark ribbon and bow (shadow detail) that runs around the
brim of the hat. The lines and the bow are for all intents and purposes missing in the low
end reproduction, while they are still clearly visible in the high end reproduction). If
nothing else, the
judges'
verdict underscored the point to the author that, without proper
registration, nothing else really matters.
These problems compel the author to dismiss these two images from the test. This
would leave five image pairs in the test, and, for each of these pairs, the judges displayed a
statistically significant preference for the high end image. The unanimity ofopinion on the
part of the judges on these five remaining images only further reinforces the notion that
there exists a clear preference for the images scanned through the high end system. It is
clear that the high end scanning system outputs higher quality reproductions.
The suggestion that different levels ofunsharp masking may have been applied to
the two image sets, alluded to in the previous discussion, points to the inherent difficulty
of conducting this type of experiment, of comparing two color separation scanners. One of
the cornerstones of this test, as was explained in the methodology, was the creation of a
level playing field between the treatment of the high end reproduction and the treatment of
the low end reproduction. This effort concentrated on the issues ofgray balance, tone
reproduction, color correction and unsharp masking. In particular, the author concentrated
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on the first three because these characteristics offered up numerical values, in the form of
dot sizes, that could serve as targets for both systems. Gray balance is handled relatively
easily. The high end scanner is adjusted to output SNAP gray balance dot sizes for
particular inputs read from a carbon dye step tablet. Cyan serves as the reference value for
the other three inks. In neutral areas, a cyan dot of size
"a"
forces the selection of




respectively. The operator simply
programs the high end scanner to abide by the SNAP reference with regards to neutrals.
At the desktop, those same gray balance values can be input into a table on a screen
dedicated to this function. Gray balance is consequently handled in similar ways across the
two platforms. In the case of tone reproduction, a densitometer can be used to read the
CMYK dot sizes from well-defined areas in the high end separation films of the Q60, in
this case from the step tablet area located at the bottom of that target. On the low end,
these same areas can be accessed while the Q60 image is still in the computer, and the
tone curves can be manipulated to yield dots that are similar to those read from the high
end films. This is tedious work, and the results are not exact, but they are satisfactory. A
similar technique can be exercised in the area of color correction, though with results that
are not as satisfactory due more to deficiencies in the desktop system's software rather
than to the desktop scanner. Specific areas of the high end Q60 separation films, in this
case the CMYKRGB scales that run vertically on the right hand side of the target, can be
read with a transmission densitometer, and these same areas can be manipulated on the
desktop to yield similar dot sizes. The point is that for these three parameters ofgray
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balance, tone reproduction and color correction, numerical targets, in the form ofCMYK
dot sizes, can be developed for the two systems, and used to establish an equitable test.
Dot sizes are a "universal
language."
All scanning systems understand them.
The approach is not quite so straightforward in the area ofunsharp masking. An
operator cannot observe a digital readout on a high end scanner that indicates, in a
universal language, the amount ofunsharp masking that must be applied to the image on
other scanners to yield an equitable result. The unsharp masking controls of the high end
system do not relate in any tangible way to the unsharp masking controls of the low end
system. Similarly, as is not the case with tone reproduction and color correction, there is
nothing in the high end's output films which provides information regarding how to set the
unsharp masking controls of the low end system. Consequently, all attempts to
"equate"
the amount ofunsharp masking that takes place on the low end to that which has taken
place on the high end must be carried out on a visual basis, which is, of course, inexact. In
reviewing imageA there generally appears to be a slightly heavier amount ofunsharp
masking applied to the high end rendition. This was not
apparent to the author until after
the results of the judging were observed.
As a related observation, it is worth noting that each image undoubtedly has it's
own unsharp masking requirement. Unsharp masking selection is to a
great degree
dependent on the image. Some images may require a lot; some a little. An appropriate
level ofunsharp masking for one image may not
be appropriate for another. In this test,
however, unsharp masking was not adjusted for each image. This
was part of the effort to
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deal evenhandedly with the image pairs. All parameters, including unsharp masking, were
set using the Q60 image. The remaining images were scanned at the settings that were
used on the Q60. The images in this test, therefore, were probably not optimized with
regards to unsharp masking. But, they were dealt with in a controlled fashion.
The difficulty of trying to equate unsharp masking across the two platforms brings
into focus the larger difficulty, and perhaps futility, of trying to create a level playing field
across the full spectrum ofparameters at play in this comparison. There are so many items
that are irreconcilably different between these two systems, between CCD and PMT
scanners, and, for that matter, between any two scanners. These differences include
different analyzing light sources, different optics (each with a different set of spectral
characteristics), different light sensing devices, different algorithms (for the range of data
manipulation functions), different lasers, different output films. The list goes on and on.
Does it really come as a surprise when two scanners fail to analyze and record a common
input in the exact same way? There are just too many parameters that need to be set with
too much precision, where the required level ofprecision is simply not possible, and too
many equipment components, which are beyond the reach of the operator but nevertheless
which exact some influence on the spectral characteristics of the system, to make success
i
likely. This observation, in fact, is one of the great lessons of this project for the author.
One is brought to the point of asking whether this sort of comparison is even practical or
worthwhile. In a less exasperating moment, one realizes that, despite the inherent flaws
of
such a comparison, there ought to be a way to compare devices such as these, because,
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like it or not, these types of comparisons, formally and informally, are occurring in the
marketplace. The author obviously feels that one such way is to make a best attempt to
render a level playing field between the two systems, and document the effort. This is what
was attempted in this research project.
Sampling Ratio Test
The results of the sampling ratio test, which tested the desktop scanner only, were
not surprising. There has been widespread speculation that the sampling ratio can be
driven down to 1.5 without an objectionable impact on quality. This study supports this
contention. It appears that the sampling ratio can be driven down to a value between 1.5
and 1.0. A question remains: is it possible to discern the exact value, or range ofvalues?
The tools available to this author only allowed changing this value in .5 increments. Other
tools may allow changes in smaller increments, but the author is not aware of the existence
of such tools. It appears that some images are more sensitive to this variable than others.
Sensitivity appears to depend on the type of image being scanned. In this test, for example,
many judges said that, with regards to image E, quality was still acceptable when the
sampling ratio was allowed to drop to 1.0. A lesser number ofjudges indicated that quality
was still acceptable when the sampling ratio of image A was allowed to drop to 1.0. While
the time it took to scan an image was not impacted by a change in the sampling ratio, the
size of the output file certainly was. Smaller sampling ratios lead to smaller output files. In
this case, reducing the sampling ratio by .5 (i.e. from 2.0 to 1.5), resulted in changing the
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size of the output file by a factor ofone-half The sizes of the three scan files made at
sampling ratios of2.0, 1.5 and 1.0 were approximately 1.2 MB, .6 MB and .3 MB,
respectively.
As a parting observation, it is interesting to note that the high end scanner
performs all scans at a sampling ratio of 2: 1. This cannot be overridden by the operator.
Closing Comments
Recently, much fanfare has been made of the steadily improving capabilities of
desktop publishing technology. This study set out to determine whether the quality of
separations output through a desktop platform now paralleled those of a traditional high
end system, when the ultimate printing platform was an offset newspaper press printing on
newsprint. The answer is an unequivocal no. The quality of the high end system remains
superior. This is not to say that desktop scanning technology would be unsatisfactory in a
newspaper environment. Indeed, many newspapers have already made the leap to it. It is
to say that those newspapers do so at the risk ofgiving up quality,
however.
The author would like to remind the reader of the two caveats mentioned in the
abstract. First, this test was fundamentally a test of two scanners. The reader applies the
results of this test to the two families of scanners that these two scanners represent at his
or her own risk. Second, technological advances in equipment, so frequent in these times,
could change the result.
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Recommendations for Further Study
There are several potential areas for further study. The following paragraphs
describe them.
Unsharp masking. As noted, it is difficult to equate the levels ofunsharp masking across
two platforms. Finding a means to do this could be an interesting project. Also, a study
that correlated image type to unsharp masking requirement might prove worthwhile.
Sampling ratio. Similarly, a study that correlated image type to sampling ratio requirement
might be interesting. In addition, a study that pinpointed, as opposed to one such as this
which broadly states, how far sampling ratio can be driven down before quality becomes
unacceptable comprises another worthy topic.
Color correction specifications for newsprint. The author could find no color correction
recommendations for newsprint. There is nothing in the SNAP specification on this topic.
Moreover, there are no color correction recommendations for newsprint in the Q60 test
target kit. As noted, the kit does contain color correction recommendations for
commercial
printing,1
but the dot sizes are too large to be used for newsprint. The
recommendation for the bottom magenta patch, for example, is 24% cyan, 98% magenta
and 0% yellow. Moreover, even for commercial printing, the user's guide only contains
recommendations for cyan, magenta and yellow. It does not contain recommendations for
the overprint colors of red, green and blue. This is fertile ground for future studies, and
the results, provided they are valid, would be ofvalue to the non-heatset web community.
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Saturated colors generated on the desktop for newsprint. A strange thing happened on the
desktop system when trying to achieve more saturated colors while at the same time trying
to apply the depressed tone curve appropriate for newsprint: a lot of the midtone colors
appeared to be breaking up, losing their detail. Some of the early scans in this test were
made with tone curve and color correction settings that were more appropriate for
commercial printing. There is little doubt that, had plates been made from these films and
had those plates been used to print on newsprint, the results would have been poor. There
was no accommodation in these films for the tremendous dot gain that would have
occurred on a newspaper press. Nevertheless, the Fuji Color Art proofs made from these
films looked good: very clean, good detail and nice bright colors. When the tone curve
was later correctly adjusted for newsprint (smaller dots on film relative to input density),
some of the resulting colors, while adequately saturated, appeared to be breaking up. This
was most evident in the image of the three women in the brightly colored sweaters. If the
reader will observe this image in the press sheet, he will notice that the colors in the
sweaters, particularly the green sweater, but also in the yellow sweater, seem to be
breaking up. Detail is lost. This was also evident in the proofs. The problem did not occur
in the high end rendition of the image, as the reader can again witness by observing the
press sheet. Moreover, the problem was not evident in the proofof the low end version of
this image that was reproduced at commercial tone reproduction and color correction
settings. This raises the question ofwhether, on the desktop, as the tone curve is driven
down at the same time that the color correction settings are driven up (as newspaper
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reproduction requires), the colors, at least at certain points along the tone curve, break
up?
Productivity. Besides the issue of quality, there exists the important issue ofproductivity
when comparing the high end scanner to the desktop scanner. This study did not deal with
productivity, but it nevertheless yielded some informal observations about the relative
productivity of the two systems. The time required to scan a single 35mm transparency on
this desktop system, which included from the time when the operator clicked the
"Scan"
button on the QuickScan screen until the time when the color image was on the monitor,
was between 7 and 10 minutes. This amount of time does not include setup time or output
time, the time required to rip and record the image on an imagesetter. Moreover, the
image may still require modifications in the areas of tone reproduction, color correction
and unsharp masking, and must still be separated by Color Access, a process which, in this
experiment, took about 1-2 minutes per image. On the high end system, four 35mm
transparencies could be mounted horizontally on the scanning drum, and scanned in one
pass in approximately 3 to 4 minutes, not including setup time. When done, all four
separation negatives for all four images had been recorded on film. All that remained was
film processing, and manual stripping (assuming no proofing is required). There seems
little doubt that the high end is the more productive system, and by a significant amount.
This could be an interesting study, however, because other downstream issues
need to be
factored, such as manual versus electronic stripping and RIP time.
Notes
'American Society For Testing AndMaterials (ASTM), Manual On Sensory Testing









Comments From Judges Concerning The Reasons For Their Preferences: Image A
Judge Vote Reason
More detail; sharper image of hat.
High end too gray; napkin looks flat; materials in background start to blend
Detail in the measuring tape.
Hazy; out of focus.
Smoother.
General appearance.
Details; letter; like red in the low end.
Good tone.
Color of monogram more pleasing, as is texture of cloth.
High end blurry.
Darker grays; not as much contrast as other image.
Clearer lines; sharper.
Darker image - more realistic.
The high end image was more clear than the low end image.
Greater definition of objects in picture.
Low end had better shadow detail (the hat); compromised highlight detail; but ok.
High end looks out of register.
Numbers and letter easy to read, clearer.
High end is sharper than low end.
Registration is better.
H High end appears more neutral; Low end has warm cast.
Better detail; colors more saturated.
H High end had better neutrals.
More contrast, better sharpness.
H More detail; highlight is washed out and red overtone in low end image.
Sharper colors.
Detail in the hat is better, and color tones.
Initial on handkerchief and thread
"dots"
had sharper color.
The color correction is better.
Sharper, though a little light; overall detail better in low end image, though.


































Comments From Judges Concerning The Reasons For Their Preferences: Image B
Judge Vote Reason
1 H More detail in bottle, brush, design in towels.
2 H Low end loses detail, too bright, especially blue.
3 H Red towel; the fold was visable.
4 L Green towel seems contaminated.
5 H Better details.
6 H Shadow and highlight detail.
7 H Detail in towels; natural color.
8 H Good detail in shadow.
9 H The other photo had a coarse texture in the towel; better saturation.
10 H Low end lacks highlight detail.
11 H Colors are a little darker, clearer/not as bright.
12 H See the texture of the towels.
13 H The colors of the towels and bath equipment.
14 H The high end image was more clear than the low end image.
15 L Colors seemed a bit more attractive.
16 H High end captures the texture of the towels better.
17 H Low end is too flat.
18 H Low end - green too bright; contrast.
19 H More detail in the highlight areas.
20 H Overall better saturation and highlight detail.
21 H Low end colors are too saturated.
22 H More detail; colors more saturated.
23 L Low end color saturation was better.
24 L More detail; better color.
25 L Colors are brighter; high end image is too dark.
26 H More texture; Better color, deeper, more true.
27 H Towels have better detail and color tone, especially in the green towel.
28 H No detail in cyan towel.
29 H Better detail, shade.
30 H Nice color, clearer, more detail.
31 H More vivid colors.
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Appendix A:
Comments From Judges Concerning The Reasons For Their Preferences: Image C
Judge Vote Reason
1 H More detail in bottle, brush, design in towels.
2 H Low end - green/turquoise too intense, especially right corner.
3 H Darker but kept detail.
4 H Washed out.
5 L Better color, although other had more details.
6 H Color and detail stood out.
7 H Details; lettering clearer; not faded color.
8 H Good detail in shadow.
9 L The other photo had a coarse texture in the towel.
10 H Low end washed out.
11 H Sharper colors; not as much brightness.
12 H Not "washed
out."
13 H The colors of the towels and bath equipment.
14 H Clearer.
15 L Greater clarity of definition.
16 H High key image. High end has better highlight detail.




19 H More detail in the highlight areas and is sharper.
20 H Highlight values holding more detail (i.e. brush, "greeting.")
21 H High end image has better shadow detail.
22 L Less grainy.
23 H Low end had a yellow cast; high end more neutral.
24 L More detail.
25 H Better detail; colors are brighter.
26 H Better color. More texture visible.
27 H Towels had much better detail.
28 H Good detail in pink and orange towels.
29 H More detail.
30 H Sharper image, not washed out like th low end image; clearer.
31 H More defined type.
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Appendix A:
Comments From Judges Concerning The Reasons For Their Preferences: Image D
Judge Vote Reason
1 H Better color in flesh tones; other picture too light.
2 H Low end too bright; green looks neon.
3 H Detail was kept. Better color.
4 H Lack ofdetail in sweater.
5 H Fleshtone.
6 H More definition in highlight.
7 H Detail in sweaters; better fleshtone.
8 H Sharpness.
9 H Sharper details; colors looked more
"real."
10 H High end has better fleshtones.
11 H Darker colors; not as much contrast, brightness.
12 H Truer fleshtones.
13 H The color of the sweaters.
14 H The high end image was more clear than the low end image.
15 H Colors seemed
'truer'
to reality.
16 H High end has better fleshtones and also better shadow detail
17 H Low end too flat.
18 H Texture easy to recognize; contrast (low end too bright).
19 H Fleshtone.
20 H Skin tones more pleasing
- yellowish streak in low end image.
21 H Neutral tones have cast in low end image; green not pleasing.
22 H Better detail; truer reproduction of fleshtones.
23 H Fleshtones were better.
24 H Better fleshtones.
25 H More detail in the sweaters.
26 L Sharper color.
27 H Too much highlight in the girl in yellow.
28 H Good (better) detail in green sweater.
29 H Better color and detail.
30 H Sharper detail; clearer, bolder colors.




Comments From Judges Concerning The Reasons For Their Preferences: Image E
Judge Vote Reason
1 H Memory colors.
2 H Low end appears green, especially the sky.
3 H Blue sky not washed out.
4 H Low end was too light.
5 H Memory colors.
6 H More detail in highlight and shadow.
7 L Lighter; showed more sunlight.
8 H Better color.
9 H Detail in leaves; true memory colors in grass.
10 H High end is clearer with better detail.
1 1 H Green in grass is darker; sky is a nicer shade ofblue.
12 H Richer colors.
13 H Darker image - more realistic.
14 H Better color contrast.
15 L Brighter color.
16 H Better memory colors.
17 H Better color.
18 L Brighter; more depth and contrast; richer color.
19 H Sharper.
20 H Neutrals are richer; better saturation.
21 H High end has clearer detail in leaves, better blue for sky.
22 H More detail; better repro ofmemory colors.
23 L Brighter; better greens.
24 H Better memory colors
-
sky and grass.
25 H More sharp in detail.
26 H Better color.
27 H The trees and bushes show better detail.
28 H Sharp detail in grass.
29 H Too much yellow in low end image.
30 H Greens are heavier (low end is too blue); more detail.
31 L More detail.
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Appendix A:
Comments From Judges Concerning The Reasons For Their Preferences: Image F
Judge Vote Reason
1 H More detail in lace; other picture all washed out.
2 H Low end looks yellow; loses detail in the lower middle.
3 H Kept the lace detail.
4 H Too soft; loss of detail and contrast.
5 H Sharper.
6 H Color and detail stood out.
7 H Details; low end faded out.
8 H Good detail.
9 H Details in the lace sharper.
10 H Low end lacks highlight detail.
11 H The whites are clearer, not as dark as the other image.
12 H Sharper lines; see lace details.
13 H Darker image - more realistic.
14 H The high end image was more clear than the low end image.
15 H Seemed less like a picture, more like a real object.
16 H High end has better highlight detail.
17 H Low end is too flat, no detail.
18 H Better contrast; details in pillow seen.
19 H More detail in the highlight areas.
20 H Color more neutral; detail visible.
21 H High end has better highlight detail, more neutral white.
22 H Larger amount of highlight detail.
23 H Low end had a yellow cast.
24 H More detail.
25 L Highlights seem more neutral; high end image looks muddy.
26 H Texture of image is more present; deeper color.
27 H The lace has better detail; too much highlight in low end image.
28 L Better detail in big pillow.
29 H Better detail.
30 H Low end is yellower, not as sharp; high end is clearer, more detail,
whiter.
31 H More detail.
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Appendix A:
Comments From Judges Concerning The Reasons For Their Preferences: Image G
Judge Vote Reason
1 H More detail in clock and wood.
2 H High end picks up greater darker detail.
3 H Detail didn't seem washed out.
4 H Hazy; seems out of focus and register.
5 H Sharper.
6 L Bright colors stood out.
7 H Wood is more natural color; darker.
8 L Lighter tone.
9 H Sharper, more detail - almost too much, but better than low end.
10 H High end has better detail.
11 LA litttle clearer; not as dark as the other image.
12 H Realistic colors.
13 H Darker image - more realistic.
14 H Clearer
15 H Greater clarity of definition.
16 H High end has better shadow detail; although there is more cyan in the right.
17 H Low end looks unsharp.
18 H Richer tone contrast and depth of field.
19 H Sharper.
20 L Registration is better on the low end image.
21 H Neutral background is more neutral in high end image; appears sharper.
22 L Better tone reproduction.
23 H Low end was too warm.
24 H Better color.
25 H More detail.
26 H Clearer; each image visible.
27 H Better color and tone values.
28 L Colors of floweres and fruits seem brighter, more saturated.
29 L Too much detail enhancement in high end image.
30 L Details not as heavy as high end image (clockface is easier to read).
31 H The clock has sharper numbers.
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Appendix B:
Judges Voting On Sections 3 and 4 ofQuestionnaire
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Appendix B:
Judges Voting On Sections 3 and 4 ofQuestionnaire
Magnitude ofDifference Level ofAcceptability



































































Judge Name Major Year
1 Laurie Noonan Printing 4
2 Melissa Peters Graphic Design 4
3 Glen Ketchian Printing 3
4 Mike Hepp Printing 4
5 Jenny Moberg Graphic Arts-Systems 6
6 Paul J. Branca JPRP 4
7 Cindy Horsier JPRN 4
8 Mohammad Zubair Printing 2
9 JohnMartese Printing Management 4
10 Tom Licata PrintingManagement 4
11 KelseyWarren PrintingManagement 1
12 John McKeever Graphic Arts-Electronic Publishing 6
13 Kevin W. Ryan Printing 2
14 Tony Difford JPRP-Printing Systems 2
15 Christopher D. Hysek JPRC-Printing/Computer Science 1
16 Michael Licata PrintingManagement 4
17 Claudia Seidel Graphic Arts-Systems 6
18 SaraMacMillan Graphic Design 4
19 Chanassa Pichitgarnka Graphic Arts-Printing Technology 6
20 Bill Fischer Graphic Arts-Electronic Publishing 6
21 Jenny Sanders Graphic Arts-Electronic Publishing 6
22 Dave Brydges Applied Statistics/Printing Technology 6
23 Ken Kingston Graphic Arts-Electronic Publishing 6
24 JeffTrance JPRP-PrintingManagement 4
25 John C. Polandick JPRP 3
26 Marshall Weiss JPRP 2
27 Danielle Dufromont JPRP 3
28 Charles C. White Graphic Arts-Systems 6
29 Li-YiMa Graphic Arts-Printing Technology 6
30 Rich Joseph PPRP 3
31 Adalberto Flores PrintingManagement 3
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Appendix D:
Paired Comparison Statistical Table from
The American Society ofTesting and Materials
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Appendix D:
Paired Comparison Statistical Table from
The American Society ofTesting and Materials
TABLE INumber of choices required for
significance at various levels in a
paired-comparison test where either sample may be chosen. Chanceprobability
is
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Explanation of Test Form:
This form was printed on the Goss Community
Press in the Newspaper Lab in the School of Printing
Management and Sciences at the Rochester Institute of
Technology as part of my graduate thesis requirement.
The target solid ink densities of the CMYK
color bar at the top of the pages are as follows:
C M Y K
Wet .95 .95 .90 1.10
Dry .90 .90 .85 1.05
The tolerance is +/- .05.
The grey bar in the middle of both pages is a
three-color grey. The dot percentages making up the
grey are as follows:
CMYK
39% 32% 31% 0%
Red-green-blue overprint bars are in the lower
right corners of both pages. Each patch is comprised
of one ink, printing at 100%, printing over another,
also printing at 100%. An 85 line screen was used
throughout the form.
I would like to thank all those persons who
helped in the printing of this form. Without their gen
erous help, this project would have been impossible to
complete.
Robert F. Foster, November, 1993
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